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TIONAL AFFILI TION TO NFIIU

10-Point
Program
alifornia Labor Battles Hot Cargo Law Meets Approval
Luncheon
epeal CIO Will Notice, Readers Bridges For
Myers
Defense
Of Bill Fight Hot of the Voice
Donations
ought Cargo Bill
(See pages 7 and 8 for futher news on unity plan.)

SAN FRANCISCO. — Laor's Non-Partisan League of
—alifornia this week estab'shed state-wide machinery
secure signatures on petitions which would take the
cently enacted hot cargo
bill to a referendum of the
eople.
•

By LOUIS GOLDBLATT
California CIO Secretary

SAN FRANCISCO.— The
California St ate Industrial
Union Council will participate
in the circulation of referendum petitions against the
"hot cargo and secondary
boycott" bill.

SAN FRANCISCO. — This is the final issue of the
VOICE.
Starting with the coming week, the seamen's sections
of the VOICE will be merged with the PILOT, which is
opening a west coast office.
For the present, the PILOT will keep the VOICE offices at 593 Market Street, and will retain the present
VOICE staff.
Within a few weeks the CIO International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union will begin publication
of an official organ of its own, devoted primarily to ILWU
news.
The present VOICE ships' mailing schedule will be
taken over in its entirety by the PILOT—that is, seamen
on all ships, east coast to west, will receive the PILOT in
the future the same as they have received the VOICE
in the past.
The PILOT will run all rank and file letters, print
all photographs and run all ships news that has appeared in the VOICE, in the same rank and file manlier
as the PILOT is a 100 per cent rank and file paper.
West coast ships should send their news and photos
and minutes of ship's meetings to West Coast Editor, The
PILOT,593 Market street, San Francisco.

SAN FRANCISCO — The
Harry Bridges defense committee reported for the week
ending July 24 contributions
totaling $439.68.
The New York committee sent
in $237,76 of this amount, which
included;

SAN FRANCISCO— A
luncheon in honor of Frederick (Blackie) Myers, national organizer for the
NMU, will be held here on
Tuesday, August 5, in Manflings' Coffee Shop at 658
Market street, at 12 110011.
Mervyn Rathborne, west
coast CIO Maritime Committee secretary, will be
chairman. He said leaders
of waterfront unions will
be present, and all interested brothers are invited.

SAN FRANCISCO.—The movement for national unity
of seamen, spurred on by the national unity convention in
Cleveland, was moving ahead full speed this week.
Action leading to affiliation of the Marine Cooks and
Stewards to the National Maritime Union, has already been
put under way.
The stewards departments of the President Pierce and
the Lurline, Matson's big white boat, this week went unanimously on record in support of the 10-point unity program worked out at Cleveland.
San Francisco's headquarters of the Marine Cooks also
took unanimous action endorsing the program.
The headquarters vote came after extensive reports to
the meeting on the 10-point program by various delegates
to Cleveland, including Secretary Burke.
Other reports are almost unanimous in hearty approval
of the unity plan.
As this final issue of the VOICE was going to press,
Burke and National NMU Organizer Blackie Myers were
in conference with the Matsonia ships committee in behalf of the program.
Corby Paxton, editor of the PILOT, is now on the west
coast, aiding establishment of a complete west coast editorial
office of the paper, now being expanded for complete national seamen's coverage.
(Complete reports of MCS action on the 10-point program are printed on pages 7 and 8.—Ed.)

National
Maritime
Union
$198.76, from sale of stamps to
If enough signatures are securmembers; Philadelphia branch
ed by September 12, the bill will
NMU, $3.75 donation; Haitibecome inoperative and go to a
more branch NMU, $3.25, donavote of the people at the general
election in November, 1942.
tion.
New York Newspaper Guild
The state CIO council conducted
"More than 200,000 signft. a vigorous campaign against this
$16.50, sale of stamps; Beauty
tures must be secured within bill. The governor, in response to
Culturists, $5,00, sale of buttons;
the next three weeks," San Jule
United .Federal Workers 9f Amerlabor's appeal, vetoed the bill but
aid. "This number, together the legislature passed it over his
ica, $10.00, contribution.
With those obtained by other
veto.
OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS
labor groups will hold this antiThe executive board of the state
The balance of the money came
labor bill in abeyance until Nocouncil gave careful consideration
in as follows:
vember, 1942.
WASHINGTON, D. C. —
International Longshoremen's
"We must work swiftly if we to the next steps to be taken to
and Warehousemen's Union, The CIO and Labor's Nonare to do this Job right. All defeat this vicious anti- labor
measure.
local 1-10, San Francisco, Partisan League last week
111110115 111111St get petitions im$15.00, weekly donation; ILWU protested, through their legThe board concluded the wismediately from their local CIO
1-46, Santa Barbara, $20.00, islative representative, John
est procedure would be to Im"linen or LNPL branch and
treasury donation; ILWU 1-36, T. Jones, the undemocratic
mediately Institute a court test
irculate them among their enHilo, Hawaii, $36.50, contribu- manner in which the tax bill
tire membership. Only in this
of the bill In an effort to have
tion of members.
it declared unconstitutional. Our
way can we be sure cof a sucis being brought before the
Coos Bay Industrial Union
attorneys advised us the possicessful campaign."
house of representatives, the NEW
Council, North Bend, Ore., $10.00,
BILL ANALYZED
YORK.—The house of representatives fired a unionbilities of a successful court
monthly contribution for July; CIO Maritime Committee re- busting salvo at organized radio operators on July 21 when
LNPL in analyzing the bill fight were good.
WASHINGTON, D. C.—The reappointment of Edwin S. Die Casting Workers local 46 of ports.
pointed out that it contained the
adopted the Bland bill (HR 5074) by a voice vote.
CIO POSITION
Smith to the national labor relations board, at the expira- Detroit, $3.47, collection; Brother The present tax bill is the most it It
following provisions:
has been reliably reported@
The
position of the state CIO tion of his present term, was strongly urged by President Frank Miller of San Francisco, stringent ever to face the nation, that the intention of anti-labor
1. It
prohibits secondary strikes
"The definition of `subversexecutive board was based on two Philip Murray of the Congress of Industrial Organizations, $5.00 from stamps he sold (mak- the maritime committee said in its members of congress is to bring
and picketing,
(2) it makes factors:ise actiivties,'" Selly pointed
report.
• andatory
ing total of $45.00 worth that he
in a letter to all CIO affiliates, sent this week.
all seamen under the bil and then out, "is so broad as to cover
the handling of unfair
1. Expense in circulating a
President Murray's letter urged has sold).
products, (3) it prohibits the pubThe tax bill is regressive, in have it extended to cover all of protest meetings, picket lines,
referendum petition and con- all CIO affiliates and members to despite "the most vicious atication of unfair
Oil Workers local 19 of Bakers- that it provides a proportion- labor.
or even letters to members adlists,
field, $2.49, June contribution; ately greater increase in taxa(4). It prohibits donations ducting an election campaign pass resolutions and send letters tacks from anti-labor groups."
The bill which now goes to the voCating changes in the legal
would be exceedingly large, par- favoring Smith's reappointment to
from unions
These groups, the letter points ILWU local 1-12, North" Bend, tion for workers earning small senate, was compared by Joseph system."
to a striking union,
ticularly if the full cost was President Roosevelt, their senaU (5) it
out, are identical with forces Ore., $12.50, July contribution; incomes than it does for indi- P. Sell)', president of the Ameriprovides that employ"No bill has ever been called
borne by the CIO.
ers can
tors and Chairman Harry A. seeking to destroy the national San Jose unit of lLWIT 1-6, viduals who have high and unobtain injunctions and
can Communications Association, to our attention," he stated,
2. Under present circum- Millis of the national labor relacourt damages
labor relations act, including $9.$0, from collections and $4.00 earned incomes from invest- to the much publicized legislation
for each offense.
"which has gone to the extent
stances it would be extremely tions board.
The law will
"vitriolic anti-labor members in from stamps sold.
ments.
in imperial japan which provides of punishing persons for their
go into effect on
difficult to secure a vote of the
Sept. 16 of this
The
letter
declared
that
congress, c e r t a i n 'newspapers STEWARDS' LETTER
year unless suf- people
The bill further places its burd- punishment for "d anger ous beliefs.
against this bill. This is
cient signatures
Smith "has consistently fulfilled which have fought the labor act
Oil Workers local 120 of 'Ven- en upon the wage-earners by levy- thoughts."
are obtained on true because
"Years ago, we felt that the
of the activity of
the
his obligations as a public serv- because of their refusal to permit tura, $4.50 from collections; San ing consumer taxes of all kinds.
petitions.
"Under the terms of this
reported legislation in Japan
AFL officials in using the
ETO IGNORED
ant" and that he has "demon- their own employes to organize Diego Industrial Union Council,
out,"the
pointed
punishing 'dangerous thought.'
The house rules committee has bill," Selly
"hot cargo and secondary boyThe bill
strated his ability as an able into a union of their own choice, $5.00, monthly contribution; Mawas introduced at Sacwas a barbaric and uncivilized
reported the bill to the floor under federal commun teations• • comcott" weapons against the CIO.
ramento by the
and effective member of the na- and from the AFL craft union rine Cooks and Stewards aboard
Associated Farm- AFL abuses of labor's rights
curiosity.
a gag rule which bars considera- mission is empowered to ties, Inc., and was
tional labor relations board,"
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
of his license, and therefought by all was one
tion of any amendments.
of labor.
of the principal reasons
"Now we see that such a bill
It was passed over the
fore Of his Job, any operator
for
passage of the measure by
been adopted by the house
This is particularly serious behas
overnor's veto.
upon report, hearsay or rumor.
, Petitions
the state legislature. Their recof representatives of the United
cause, as Brother Jones pointed
can be obtained at
No proof of guilt is necessary—
ord of racketeering and collusive
States. It is doubly shocking
out, "this tax bill has been framed
Labor's. Non the bill requires only that. the
Partisan League, activities, particularly
ate Office,
against
when you note that the 'Ameriin executive session by the 25-man
593 Market street,
commission believe that there is
the CIO, gives powerful am,san
can' version outdoes its Japanways
and
means
comniittee.
Even
Francisco; Labor's Non-Para 'reasonable probability' that
munition to the anti-labor forces
tisan League,
ese model by providing punishwithin the committee there was
Los Angeles office,
the accused is a 'subversive in•51
in the state and can be used to
ment for past as well as present
sharp division, indicated by the dividual.'
South Avalon boulevard,
great effect in swinging a popLos
thoughts."
filing of a minority report by 10
Angeles; San Diego County
The bill defines a "subversive
dustrial Union Council, 852 ular vote in favor of the bill.
SAN FRANCISCO.—Unions and CIO councils up and down the Pacific coast con- members, and split votes on many individual" as one "who teaches, The Bland bill was rushed
3. The second point listed
Eighth avenue,
major
taxation
issues.
advocates, or believes in, or at any through committee without any
San Diego, and
tinued this week to report adoption of resolutions'calling for U. S. aid to the peoples of
he
above was the principal reason
and was
Humboldt County Industrial
"The committee ignored or time has taught, advocated, or be- hearing being held
the state CIO executive board Great Britain, the Soviet Union and China in their struggle against fascism.
house with
'ulon
Council, 2133
rejected requests from the ad- lieved in, the duty, necessity, or pushed through the
Spring decided a court fight would be
The
Unionq'
Portland
Industrial
street,
Eureka.
ministration and other informed propriety of controlling, conduct- almost no debate.
the most practical method to Council, which already had taken tain and the Soviet Union "with- solved: That the Los Angeles
The ACA is demanding that the
sources
for increased taxes on ing, influencing, seizing or overdefeat the "hot cargo and sec- a strong stand against Hitlerism, out expeditionary forces" was Industrial Union Council enexcess profits. The committee throwing the government of the senate grant open hearings on the
passed
a
resolution
in
support
of
passed
at
the
regular
meeting
of
dorses
the
announced
determinaondary boycott" bill.
proposals go lightly on tapping United States by force, violence, measure and has called upon all
The executive board also decided the English and Soviet Union the Columbia river district coun- tion of President Roosevelt to
the
extreme profits being made military measures, or threats of CIO organizations to support this
that in the event referendum peti- peoples introduced by local 1-81, cil, ILWU, held at St. Helens, aid all nations which fight fasdemand.
by many corporations in the de- any of the foregoing."
cist aggression; and
tions were launched, we would International Longshoremen's and Ore., July 13.
fense program, while consumers
Warehousemen's
Union.
The
Los
Industrial
An
g
eles
'
meet with the AFL and call for an
Be It Further Resolved: That
are subjected to the heaviest
At Seattle, the executive board Union Council July 18 passed the
we urge the granting of fullest
Al- immediate end to their abusive
taxation in the nation's history."
anac
of the Industrial Labor Union following resolution, submitted by possible
practices.
Singers, featuring Woody
assistance to Great
The CIO has long demanded, as
uthrie, are here for a ten-day
Meetings have been held with Council passed a resolution an- Secretary Philip M. Connelly, by Britain, Russia and China as
'nod to
nouncing:
a
roll
call
vote
of
74
to
20:
long as these nations continue President Murray said in a stateappear before unions leading officials of the AFL.
"That we urge the immediate
ment to the house ways and means
Whereas: The forces of fasuging original union
While they agree the malpracto fight Hitler and Nazism; and
ballads.
Their songs include
committee on May 2, that "taxes
carrying out of President Roosecism in the form of Hitler and
tices we cited are a major ob"Song
ot
Resolved:
Be
It
Further
That
velt's announced policy of full
should be based on the ability to
1(Ige5,' telling of the '34 strike stacle in the way of a succsshis Nazis are engaged in a new
we urge the national administra- pay and should rest most heavily
and (lie
material and moral aid to Great
attempt to subjugate other nadeportation trial; "Union ful campaign, they say they are
tion to immediately impose a upon those incomes, private and
aid" and
WASHINGTON, D. C.—No shortages of labor of any
Britain, the Soviet Union, China,
tions and peoples; and
folk songs.
powerless to end them.
strict embargo against Japan; corporate, which are not productThere are four in
and
peoples
engaged
all
in
morcharacter
exist to justify proposed labor controls or prioriWhereas:
The
Nazis,
if
they
We
realize,
however,
that
the
the group,
Be it Further Resolved: That ively employed."
Woody, Lee
succeed in thei r campaign
Outlook, monthly publication of the
Economic
the
failure of labor to kill this meas- tal combat against the military
ties,
Pete
Haves,
Bowers,
U Mill
we urge the national administraagainst Russia, may well be
ure, once the effort has been be- machine of Adolph Hitler."
The CIO proposed that new tax Congress of Industrial Organizations, says in its current
Lampell.
A
tion and all Americans to op- income should be collected from
able to dominate and enslave the
gun, would only invite even more FASCISM AT HOME
phonograph
issue released this week.
• Bridges song is record of the
pose unrelentingly anti-union increased taxes on high individual
world;
and
At San Pedro, local 33 of the
available at restrictive legislation.
Reports of such shortages in@
hurry
legisaltion, denial of civil rights incomes, estates and corporation
Bridges Defense commitWhereas: The fascist menace
Fishermen
&
International
skills by the U. S. employ- has reversed former statements
certain
Allied
tee he
UP TO AFL
and programs of appeasement to profits, and that should include ment service are incorrect, since by admitting that the labor supadquarters at 593 Market
Workers passed a similar resolu- thus becomes a clear and prestreet, for 50e
the
democracy
may
end that
Consequently, we have decided tion which also stated:
ent danger to American democeach plus 2e tax.
taxes on excess profits, undivided the service does not "get anywhere ply is ample.
ther side is
thrive here while the struggle profits, tax-exempt securities and
racy, living
standards
and
"Babe 0' Mine," a to support the circulation of peti"This constitutes an import"We urge that all trade
near full registration of the availOng about
continues abroad; and
tions against the bill.
American trade unions; and
inheritances.
unions, true to their traditions,
able skilled workers, particularly ant change in the expressed
An album organizing seamen.
Simultaneously
the
State
CIO
of six more recorded
Be It Finally Resolved: That
insist on a consistent United
Whereas: This threat comes
The CIO proposed lifting or111 in the skilled work," the Outlook view of the department, which
songs has just
been released by Council will address itself to all States policy of fighting fascism
not only from without, but withcopies of this resolution be sent excise and sales taxes from the says, despite the fact that employ- had for a time set forth an ex'nyote
AFL unions setting forth the facts
with all our power and strength
in our nation as well, from those
to President Roosevelt, Presi- basic commodities purchased by ment service figures are "head- pectation of increases in em• alking Recordings, en titled
Union." It is dedicated in this letter. The membership of and to defend democracy here
who would destroy trade unions,
dent Philip Murray of the CIO, workers, and relief from income lined in the press as evidence of ployment due to national deto Memory of
the
AFL
will
be
told that our at home through the
Joe Hill, whose last
tense work which would rave
undermine civil rights and proleaders of British, Chinese and taxes for all incomes below the shortages."
preservards Were,
"Don't mourn for me chances for victory at the polls tion of civil liberties."
In addition, the Outlook points practically wiped out unemappeasement;
Russian governments, and the 1039 exception levels of $1,000
mote
—organize."
A resolution to aid Great Bri&Continued on page 2),
out, Secretary of Labor Perkins
Now Therefore Se It ReSContinued on Page 2),
press.
(Continued on Page 2),
James San Jule, state secretary
of LNPL,
announced that 2,000
etitions bad been distributed at
strategic places throughout Calirnia and were now being circulated.

Murray Backs
Edwin S. Smith

CIO Raps
Increase
In Taxes

Radio Officers
Under Attack

Demands Mount For End
of World Fascism

nion Singers
n Frisco
SAN FitANcisco._The

No Shortage of
Labor, Says CIO

Page Two

VOICE OF THE FEDERATION

Air Hot Cargo
Bill In S. F.

MilitantDonations To CIO Backs
Bridges Fund Edwin Smith
Action
i ins

Saturday, August 2, 1941

Seek 'Cargo'4
Law Repeal

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

President Grant, $7.00.
With the President Grant conteibution came a letter from Eddie Surgeon, ship's delegate, and
Leslie Browne, secretary-treasurer, reading:
"We, the members of the SS
President Grant, wish to offer
this small token of our esteem
and appreciation of the work
of our brother, Harry Bridges.
"Our only regret is that we,
as a body, can not do more,
for we realize that this fight is
ours and the final decision must
be victory.
"

leadership which preferred to
eliminate the act to permitting
unorganized workers to organize
into powerful industrial unions."
The public record of the
opinions of Edwin S. Smith as
a member of the labor board
clearly evidences his forthright
integrity in upholding the basic
principles of the act in order to
guarantee in accordance with
the law the maximum protection
to the workers," the letter said.
Murray's letter concluded by
saying.:

(Continued from Page 1)

Condemn Cut In
Auto Production

will depend on labor's ability to
go before the people with clean
WASHINGTON, D. C.-CIO unions are up in arms over
hands.
By PUBLICITY COMMITTEE,ILWU 1-10
the threat to the jobs of hundreds of thousands of worke
The membership of the AFL in the auto and allied industries,
SAN FRANCISCO.-The hot cargo bill recently passed W
if the government proposal
Is being lead down a blind al- to cut auto
by the California state legislature, over the protests of
production actually goes into effect.
ley
of
expenditure
hopeless
of
By E. E. WILLIAMS
R. J. Thomas, president of theO>
labor and the veto of the governor, was discussed in detail
funds and ultimate defeat unless United Automobile Workers, said
Frisco NMU Agent
at last Monday night's meeting of the longshore local here,
their officials are forced to stop that there is serious doubt if a proposed curtailment would bri
4
SAN FRANCISCO - The
ILWU 1-10.
their
racketeering and abuses "sharp cut is necessary or advis- calamity to the state's leading L.
This bill is a very vicious piece do we get an invite to the house National Maritime Union has
dustry and President C. C. Carlof
labor's
rights.
able at this time."
directed
to
destroy w arming?
Of legislation
ton of the Automotive Parts
filed unfair labor practice
The
circulation
of
petitions
George
F. Addes, UAW sec- Equipment
Labor's rights.
MOTION
Manufacturers associacharges against the Associatamong
the
CIO
affiliates
will
be
retary-treasurer, called the proIt would make any move on
Regularly moved and second- ed Oil Company with the
handled through the local CIO posed cut "a crime alld all un- tion estimated that more tha
the part of labor to exercise its ad that the records be looked up
173,000 automotive workers .
board,
Councils and coordinated by the necessary crime at that."
economic strength very danger. on any gang that has made a labor
Michigan alone would lose their
subCalifornia
been
State
Labor's
Non-Parhas
Evidence
Indignant wires protesting such jobs.
one, if not futile,
practice of working penalty time mitted to the board that the
tisan
League.
a drastic Cut without considera"it is essential that Edwin S.
The plan set up to beat this after having working a 10 hour
Many CIO officials expressed
Only those petitions should be tion for the workers thrown out
company has
Smith be reappointed for tvvo
legislation is the referendum- stretch and if substantiated the Associated Oil
.CtribuFRANCISCO-on
SAN
signed
that
are
by
the
distributed
the
belief that the crisis In d
of
jobs
were
sent
passes
to,
organizers
President
issued SIU
reasons. In the first place, it is
200,000 signatures will be needed entire gang be cited,
tions to the Bridges Defense Cornnecessary that the type of ad. CIO Councils and LNPL. All com- Roosevelt and other government tense production used as an exon their ships while the NMU
to place this bill on a referendum
s
mii5t4
te
.3ei. this past week totaled ministration represented by Mr
pleted petitions should be return- officials by scores of CIO unions, cuse for the 50 per cent omAmend: That any member or
fsame
ordballot..
and
has
lie '
ed to these bodies.
gang who wilfully violates the
in response to telegrams sent out tailment proposal could have
continued,
Smith
be
been tried down.
There will be petitions avail- 10 and 12
The weekly contribution of
If you have any question on the by Allan Haywood, director of or- been avoided if the industry
rule of this
from
Also
notarized
statements
"In
the
Recond
place,
the
fail
able for signatures in front of the port shall be cited before the
$15 from longshore local ILWU
campaign, please get in touch ganization, to all CIO affiliates.
council plan advanced by CI
members of the crew off the Assoure to reappoint Mr. Smith with
central pay office.
1-10 came in as well as monthly
your local CIO council or
grievance committee and if
Governor Murray D. Van Wag- President Philip Murray had
that
they
state
ciated tankers
would be the equivalent of a LNPL.
Monfrom
contributions
of
$5
Remember to sign one of these found guilty be given one week
oner of Michigan declared that the been heeded.
have been intimidated by the SIU, terey ILWU 1-42; $15 from the
proclamation that public offiThe fullest cooperation of all
petitions when one of the sick off. Vote on amendment carengineers arid mates, whereby Inland boatmen; $5 from Mine, cials that administer labor legiscommittee approaches you.
affiliates is essential in order to
ried.
they were forced to get off the
lation in a manner consistent
safeguard the interests of the CIO
You should sign only the offiThe union has had much trouble ship if they did not join the SIU. Mill St Smelter Workers local
with basic policies are simply
No. 266 at El Cerrito, Calif., $5
in California.
eial CIO petition because if you with some gangs refusing to work
Up to today we have received from ILWU 1-.
assuring their public demise.
'Helens,
68
in
St
sign the AFL petition your signa- over the 12-hour limit on ,sailing statements from members of the
Nothing can be more hamiful
lure may be voided,
day; the ruling governing this crews who were forced to take Oregon.
inFrom CIO Woodworkers local to organized labor and the
This hot cargo bill affects the practice is on the books at the SIU books, with the understandworkers and
the
terests
of
3-1 in Littlerock, Wash., came
AFL three times, as much as the present time. However, some ing that they would be able to sail $30.11
prejudicial to decent adminisand from the county council
CIO, and most AFL unions are clarification is probably needed.
tration of public affairs."
the Associated tankers, as agreed of the International Workers Or
WASHINGTON, D. C.-A new version of the ConnallyThe ruling, on the surface, by the company
On record to defeat it.
May draft amendments, with all original anti-labor feature .
der in Los Angeles came $6,25.
If they refuse the company
Remember, this bill will pre- seems to be complex. But if thor(Continued from Page 1)
The New York defense commitWASHINGTON, D. C.-Reports
once defeated in the house as result of CIO pressure, was
vent you from aiding a sister oughly analyzed it is very simple would see that they get replaced tee turned in $65.41, including $14 here last week said United States for a single person, $2,500 for a again turned down this week after
last minute CIO pressur
at
So
of
call.
port
the
next
at
The following is a concrete
union when they have a legitifrom American Communications imports of raw silk from Japan family.
.
was mobilized.
the present time these state- Association local 36-B and $10 decreased more than 23 per cent
mate beef.
illustration of what the rule
D
laring that "every dollar
ments have been produced to from ACA local 10.
means: ff the ship is tied up
in 1940 under the figure for 1939. of tax placed upon workers' inBOARD OF TRUSTEES
WASHINGTON, D. C.-Strenuous CIO opposition to tiltboard.
the
alongside the dock and your
The Seattle defense committee The U. S. had imported most of comes cuts into the standard of 'Jew
sugar-coated version of the Connally-May proposals tor
The board made a report re- gang is ordered for a 7
The organization drive on all turned in $8.45.
a. 117.
the silk sent out of Japan.
hiving of the Workers," Presi- governmental
garding the financial status of the start, according to the provis- tankers is still going on strong,
strikebreaking and compulsory arbitratio
dent Murray said, "these taxes
organization.
was expressed this week - by John T. Jones, CIO legislative
ions of our port practice, the regardless of the obstacles that
(on wage earners) do not mean
The board maintained that the shipowners can work you 10 our organizers are being confrontless savings or fewer luxuries, representative, ill wires addressed to all CIO affiliate
union's finances are in very good hours if the ship is not sailing. ed with.
they mean less food, clothing urging action to defeat it.
The new bill is a supposed corn-0condition.
The ruling does not mean that NMU VICTORY
and shelter."
,
promise recommended by senate and senators to oppose this re-'
It also reported that the pres- the walking hose can ask the
The full strength of the CIO and
The prompt work of our organand house conferees, after the sen- vised Connelly amendment and
eat burial policy of the local gang to work beyond 10 hours if izer Charlie Rubin in Pedro and
LNPL is being directed to defeatate
passed the Connally amend- to support 5-1524 HS passed b
seems to be inadequate.
he has a night gang coming on Brother Treskin in Martinez, made
ing the rule and to securing aclement to the draft act, and the the house."
quate amendments to the tax bill
,Many members are complaining at 7 p. tn. that night,
it possible to organize the full
passed the May bill lowerAs recommended by, the confe
about the type of plots that are If you work this penalty hour crew of the SS American Fisher,
which will provide for raising the house
ing the draft age without the anti- eas, th e Connally amendmem.
D.
C.
WASHINGTON,
-Reports
of
many
of
instances
Hillcone
Steamship
of
necessary funds from groups
secured for our deceased mem- you are violating the 10, 12-hour formerly
labor provisions opposed by the gives the president power to take
bers, .
and at the present time owned by United States troops being trained for strikebreaking duty which can afford to be taxed,
ruling.
CIO.
over a plant during the existen .
Corporation
Tanker
Republic
against
American
workers
were
current
this
week,
stirring
The board stated that it has
Remember, if the ship is not the
The house-senate report, which of the unlimited national emerapprehension in labor ranks and many protests.
received a communication from sailing you are not required to in New York.
now goes to both houses for a gency proclaimed May 27, 194
Economic was the action taken
Wide publicity was given to inthe mortician with regard to the work the penalty hour.
final vote, would authorize the whenever he finds after invest by the crew in requesting that the cidents arising at Camp Edwards,
price that they charge our local
Camp Stewart, Ga.-Large scale
On the other band, if the ship
president to take over .et plant gallon "that there is an interrupNMU should represent them in all Mass., when three men had to be anti labor maneuvers; Fort Han
for the burial of our members.
is sailing and the gangs that are
whenever production for defense tion of production at such plan negotiations of an agreement.
sent to camp hospital for treat- cock, N. J., machine gun practice
the present time our de- employed on the ship are requestis "impeded or delayed."
that the national defense program
The crew delayed the ship until ment of cuts, following maneuvers against "strikers;" Fort Meade,
ceased brothers are buried for ed to work beyond the 12-hour
SAN PEDRO. - An excellent
Jones' wire to all CIO affiliates will be unduly impeded or delaye
down and negotiat- In which 400 soldiers of the first ma., intensive
sat
owners
the
training in riot
the sum of $150.
i
lmit
they should use a bit of disby such interruption and that the
ed with the NMU, and it was very battalion of the 101st field artil- duty; Camp Edwards, Mass., sup- agreement covering working con- reads as follows:
This does not include perpetual cretion.
clitions on the motorship Mount
"Joint house-senate confer- exercise of such power and aueffective.
iery were drilled in hand-to-hand -pression of strike; Fort Ord, Cal.,
care, nor does it make any reserThey should ascertain how
The company seeing the stand fighting with 100 other soldiers strike training; Fort Bragg, N. C., Baker operating to the Orient and ence committee reported out thority is necessary to insure pr .
vation for the erection of a tomb- much freight is left on the dock that the crew took, told the
to and from the Pacific and At- S-1324 with sugar-coated anti- duction at such plant in the intercrew supposed to be "rioting strikers." use of bayonets to break strikes;
stone, upon the grave of a de- or in the ship before someone and the NMU representatives that
lantic coasts was negotiated by l a b o r Connally amendment est of' national defense."
PROPAGANDA, TOO
Camp McClellan, Ala., lectures on Joseph O'Connor, S a n Pedro
ceased brother. ,
jumps at conclusions,
which authorizes governrn-ent to
It is further provided in th b
ship
the
in
release
if we did not
Reports received by the CIO "domestic disturbances."
agent for the Marine Cooks and take over and resume produc- section of the amendment "that ,
The trustees stated that they
The average gang foreman one hour that the government
A press release issued by Camp Stewards Association.
are working on a plan whereby should be able to ascertain how would intervene, since she WaS from Coleman, Tex., also told of
lion In any plant where produc- with respect to any plant
The agreement, signed July
our union brothers will be buried much freight is in the hatch and carrying oil for Honolulu, which troops being trained for strike- Stewart on July 2 is quoted as
which possession shall have been
p
tiooln
icyl.
s. interrupted.
11, provides $177.50 per month
for a sum of $175; this will in- he should take the necessary steps was considered national defense. breaking duty at an encampment follows:
"This in effect permits use of taken under the provisions of th
for the chief steward, $161.00
elude the erection of some type to contact the officials in the
"Camp Stewart's first troops
the army and navy to break paragraph, such plant shall be r Still the crew was determined of•20,000 near there,
for the chief cook, $145.00 for
One division was said to have to handle a 'strike' situation
of marker so that anyone who event that he is requested to go that they would not sail the ship
strikes and could be used to turned to its owners whenever
the second cook and baker and
wishes to visit their deceased over the 12 hour limit.
force compulsory arbitration on the preSident determines th
until we received a reply from been given two months intensive today were prepared for action.
$110.00 for the messmen.
friends can do so without resort"The 101st separate battalion
labor. Both are contrary to CIO such plant will be privately operOnother important item to be the NMU that an agreement training in strikebreaking, includOvertime will be $1.10 an hour,
ing jui jitsu and other methods of was set to move out early tolag to a lot of red tape,
ated in a manner consistent wit considered on the 10 and 12 hour would be made
morrow morning to put down a with this rate being paid for Sat"Urge your unions iminedia the needs of the national d.This sum of money will also ruling is the fact that traveling
The company seeing the solider. handling union pickets.
sham strike at a theoretical urday afternoons, Sundays and ately wire their congressmen fen,se."
Include perpetual care of the time is not counted in the 10 or ity of the crew immediately agreed
The course is also reported to
aluminum company, supposedly holidays in all ports.
grave.
12-hour day.
that the blanket agreement that in clude propagaa
nd
to supply
employing 700 men.
WAR BONUS
the NMU has in effect 'on all moral justification for possible
The trustees reported that if MOTION
Another clause reads: "The war
this new plan is put into opera"In the maneuver and field
Regularly moved, seconded and tankers under contract, shall use of the troops against Amention the union will bury plots in carried that the secretary corn- apply immediately, and that they can strikers,
problem, first of its kind to be bonus shall be at the rate of $2.50
sections at a time instead of pur- municate with all locals instruct- will meet with the union to negoThe weekly news-letter "In staged at Camp Stewart, the per day from the crossing of the
chasing one at a time as is done ing them that any winch driver tiate an immediate agreement.
Fact" Also reported documentary 101st troops will act out the 160th west meridan to the 105th
at present.
Upon the presentation of this evidence of many instances of new parts of workers, strikers and east meridan westbound until the
coming to this port to work on a
crossing of the 160th meridan
The trustees also stated that the visitor's permit must carry
cre- statement from the company they soldiers being trained in how to soldiers in complete detail.
eastbound.
reason that, they are contemplat- dentials from the secretary of
immediately
agreed
labor
to
the
dedeaf
with
disputes
and
Picket
lines,
clubs,
placards
and
his
The company agrees to furleg a new burial policy is because local certifying him as a winch mends, gained by the action taken occupy mines, factories and towns soap box speeches will all be
WASHINGTON, D. C.-The CIO Maritime Committe ,,
nish war risk insurance in the
our present mortician is going to driver or else he will have to work with the leadership of the NMU. It cited the following examples:
part of the show."
amount
of
$5,000.00
for
the
announced
this week that 109 merchant ships have been
The members that did not
raise the burial fee by $50.00.
in the hold or dock.
loss
of
life
for
each
member
of
have
an
NMU
book
immediately
transferred
to the armed forces.
This motion seems to be selfINTERNATIONAL
the stewards' department.
A total of 995,146 gross tons
took out books.
explanatory.
Appirrently
s
om
e
Much discussion has been enIn the event of interment wages of commercial shipping, including
A meeting for election of daleA summary of acquisitions to
tered into along the front with visitore are trying tO U86 this gates was held and a committee
and bonus would continue until freighters and such large passen- lows:
port
to
break
in
on
winches,
regard to the Japanese situation
their arrival back to an American ger liners as the America, MallNew maritime commission
Gang foremen are requested was set up to get demands for
In, this port.
continental port.
hattan, Washington and President construction: Army-3 vessels ,.
again to look for the yellow visit- improvements on board of ships,
Naturally if these Japanese
In the event stewards lose cloth- Coolidge have been turned over 25,078 gross tons; navy-56,
ors
' cards-their numbers begin as well as suggestions to be preships are restricted from coming
ing and personal effects not be- for military use.
sented
to
the
gross tons.
commit
negotiating
404
vessels,,,180
at
9,000
and
run
upwards. Also
Into the pert, the working hours
cause of their own fault, they will
The navy has acquired 88 ships , Acquired from commission"
ask for their credentials if they tee of further improvements.
from
1)
Page
(Continued
•
will be eomewhat affected.
be reimbursed in the sum of of 788,093 gross tons for auxiliary and private owners: Army, 18
Under the leadership of the
say they are winch drivers.
Aecording to information that
transportation costs.
$200.00 each. This applies to ship- use, while the army has acquired vessels, 191,075 gross tons•
NMU on an industrial union, con- ployment within the year," the
the officials of the union have TR A NSPORT
5. Protection of seniority wreck, torpedoing or any marine 21 ships of 217,053 gross tons, to navy-32 vessels, 313,933 gross
tracts will be more effectively Outlook says.
When gang foremen hire an
received, the works on the front
rights for workers transferring disaster.
gotten. Since we negotiate for
Possible
"of
brief
shortages
provide transportation facilities to tons.
will not be affected materially. outside man for the transport they the three departments, it is more duration in certain places of car- to defense jobs.
new
bases.
Total, all sources: Arniy-21
should
ask him if he is a citizen
Their Information is to the
Further evidence of ample labor
2.17,053 gross tons;
tam
practical
n
skills"
can
be
than
emit
unions,
which
met
by
a
provessels,
CONSTRUCTION
NEW
effect that the tonnage will not be or not..
are a hangover from horse and gram based on the CIO industry supply is seen in the unernployvessels, 778,093 gros
navy-88
Remember, non-citizens receive
Of the total, new construction
decreased by more than three or
council plan and other measures, ment figure, set for April by the
buggy days.
tons.
no
pay
at
ships
of
this
dock
even
If
they
included
59
acquired
four per cent.
the Outlook says, in calling for: Outlook at 8,175,000. Future estiLOS ANGELES-Reports this 490,136 gross tons already deJapanese oil tankers account for work. Also, if you don't punch
NEW
YORK
1. Integrated planning of de- mates show an expected drop to week said the Panama Pacific
The
American
livered, of which 56 vessels of
Much of the tonnage that passes the clock you won't receive any
Committee for Protection of For- fense production, plus accurate "something around 6,500,000" by line is dickering with the mari446,160 tens were allocated to the
through the port of San Francisco. pay for your day's work.
June.
eign
Born
and
observed the anniver- information on labor needs
time commission to take over the avy. The remaining three yesIn other words the longshore- V. F. W.
sary of the birth of the late Emma a planned training program.
Cost of living will show sharp 10,000 ton French line steamer
SAN PEDRO-The Case Cons
Sperry Post meets on Tuesday
els were turned over to the army.
men don't even handle this
2. Location ef plants nearer rises "within the next three Wisconsin.
company last wee
struction
night, August 5, 1941. Any ex- Lazarus, daughter of Spanishfreight.
Some Ships were acquired
Jewish immigrants, July 22, by to labor supply sources.
months," the Outlook says, citing
employ divers to see a
to
planned
The
WiSC011sill
IS
DOW
service
at
San
men
who
served
overseas
Another report that comes to
y
calling on all organizations to
3. Proper housing for workers wholesale food price rises of 19.4 Pedro. The Panama Pacific line while still on the building was,
in the schooner Wilthe attention of the officials is see Ed Reite for the purpose of opose the
and others were taken out of the holes
Hobbs
per
cent
concentration
in
defense
production
between
June,
1940,
and
areas.
were too b ,
Harriman
H.
liam
would want to operate the ship
the fart that the U. S. is going having him sign you up in the camp bill, HR 3.
The bill would
4. Adequate wage rates in de- June, 1941, farm products in- In in tercoastal passenger and commercial operation. The mar- to warrant further refloating
to guarantee non-seizure of Jap- post.
Rime comaniselon-built vessels
provide for imprisonment, without fense areas so that workers creases of 26.5 per cent, raw mafreight service, it was reported. turned over include the Amer- efforts.
INJURIES
&twee ships.
bail and without trial, of certain could transfer there without fi- terials rises of 19.8 per cent, and
'
Salvagers seeking to pum
ship
The
French
Report all injuries regardless
is subject to
It is a little too early to prelea,' 12 fast tankers, 14 'C-2's,
non-citizens.
nancial loss, plus payment of textile rises of 17.5 per cent.
the wooden vessel
conditions of the alien ship redict what steps will he taken in of how small they are to your
8 C-3's and 7 C-3 and passenger water out of
hull, gave up their attempts t
quisitioning act and could be
regard to those Japanese ships. foreman. Remember, that failure
ships.
before when they reported
week
to
do
so
taken
over
by
the
U.
S.
govern..
may
result
in
the
canBut don't worry boys-you can
The second group of .50 ships
making no progress.
were
-they
ment.
still get gravy time if YOU want it. cellation of your compensation.
of 605,008 gross tons was no
She sank early this year o s
BASEBALL
However, there has been no uired from the commission's laidMAIL
collision
The ball game between the
announcement that French ships up fleet and by negotiation of Terminal Islan.d after a
You may have important mail
Tropicus.
with
SS
the
The
ball
idle
in
American
ports
would
be
game
between the Owl
at the executive office, 142
private owners.
men promises to be a very hardtaken over under this act.
Drumm street.
Tramsfer of merchant shipping
Maybe a letter from your long fought battle, Keep your eyes
to the army and navy started
open for the date of this game.
lost sweetheart!
in 1939 when each service reM. S. ROSE'S
Maybe you forgot the business SICK COrtrMITTE
ceived four merchant vessels.
Edward Marques, 3482; Tony
address of your creditors!
.' In 1940, the navy acquired 27
Maybe someone dear to you Marotta, 678; C. W. Marshall,
NEW YORK-The American ships, the army 8. in 1941, up
418;
E.
R.
Marshall,
1249;
John
wishes to know of your whereCommunications Association and to July 8, 1941, 57 ships have
Buffet and Restaurant
Marshall, 2313; Edward Marsiglf,
abouts!
Gulf Oil were scheduled to meet been transferred to the navy and 733-735 Loring Ave. Crockett
, Why not drop in at the office 4692; J. Mareigli, 4930; K. Maragain this week at which time the 9 to the army.
e
and see if you haven't some mail themusen, 2746; J. F. Martin,
company was to state acceptance
4916; Joe Menem 957.
In the file?
or rejection of the union's deThe file gets so cluttered up
mands.
that it is necessary to clear it
The ACA demanded $170.00
every four weeks and return unper month, $1.00 per hour overclaimed letters to the dead office.
time and fixed hours of watch,
There are too many letters to list.
three remaining points in dispute.
The company's last offer of
SERGEANT-AT-ARMS
$153.00 per month, no overtime
Word was received from the
SAN FRANCISCO
Frank Mcand refusal to grant fixed hours
lovelorn department that our Cormick, patrolman for the Marof watch was rejected by the
sergeant-at-arms Pete Myers Was no Cooks and Stewards Associaunion.
whisked away from a meeting tion, reported this week that an
last week by a Kansan, City miss. additional triessman has been atiKEARNY, N. J.-The Santa
lt has been reliably revealed by thorized on the three new Matson
Rita was launched July 11 at the
our matrimonal expert that Miss freighters, Hawaiian Shipper, HaFederal Shipbuilding and Drydock
Louise O'Dell from Kansas City waiian Merchant and the Hawaiian
company, She Is the fourth ship
took Pete to Reno, Nev., for an Planter, which makes nine men infore are a group of Soviet aviators who brought down fascist planes over the east- built especially for the Grace line
eerentful marriage. Many happy stead Of eight in the stewards' ern front, according to Federated Press. Red air force is said to have well over 150,000 from designs of the U. S. marireturns of the daz Pete! When department on these vessels.
trained pilots.
time commission.
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No Shortage of
Labor, Says CIO

Negofiafions Over
French Ship

Schooner Appears
Sunk for Good

Help Stop the Nazis
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Seattle-Northwest News Section
Mariposa Crew Commemorates Bloody Thursday at Sea
LOS ANGELES—Due to CIO pressure, the Los Angeles Railway
Co. postponed its deadline by which all employes were to be forced
to join a company union until August 10.

LOS ANGELES—With President Michael J. Quill of
•
the Transport Workers Union at the helm and the entire
,os Angeles CIO movement in full co-operation, a forceful
campaign was under way here to avert a threatened lockout
f CIO members by the L. A. Railway and L .A. Motor
oath systems.
The entire resources of the Los
.e Angeles Industrial, Union
Council were placed at the dispoal of Quill and local 156 of the
Transport Workers to defeat a
arY-Lamcco move to discharge
.11 their employes who have not
:mined the company-dominated
ransportation Union of California by August 1.
Working closely with Quill
, ere Philip M. Connelly, secretary
of the Los Angeles council and
resident of the California State
Industrial Union council; Louis
Toldblatt, secretary of the state
"rid]; Walter Smethurst, assistant director of aircraft for the
10 auto workers, and other leadtrig CIO officials,
ACK DOOR
The transporta t ion companies
ountered an organizational drive
f local 156 by signing a backdoor closed shop contract with the
UC.
As the price for this contract
the company gave a wage raise,
but, also instituted one-man car
"Tice, forcing workers out of
increasing
employment an d
Speedup and stretch-out, which
,
ttlready gave platform men a
o-hour week.
A "vote" was held to accept
111 contract. No figures were
given cut, and the company suervised the balloting. .The CIO,
owever, has affidavits that many

workers were forced to vote for
the contract under threat of discha rge.
Resistance of the workers to
the August 1 "deadline" for joinjug the company union has been
followed by reports that the cornpanies' next move will be to obtam n a charter in the old AFL
Amalgamated.
The workers, who were sold
out years ago by the Amalgamated, are determined to have
nothing but the CIO.
Thousands of leaflets are being
distributed to the public throughout the city. The message is being
carried in special radio broadcasts, and the public is being requested to protest to the companies and the mayor against this
undemocratic attempt to coerce
vvorkers and lock them out.
Quill has announced that a
lockout will cause serious labor
strife. He has appealed for an
election, cond tutted by an impartial and reputable agency, to determini) the callective bargaining
agency. With other CIO officials,
he is conferring with Mayor
Fletcher Bowron and with federal
officials in attempts to force a,
backdown by the companies.
Meanwhile the entire CIO was
being mobilized for a mass demonstration in front of the companies' downtown offices on Wednesday, July 30.

rges Lease-Lend Aid
To Enemies of Nazis

Here are photos of ceremonies on July 5 of Mariposa crew connnemorating Bloody Thursday in which nine union brothers lost their lives in the struggle to build unity of seamen and maritime workers. Center photo shows Stewards Delegate James Brown, center; Engine Delegate Lewis, right; and Deck Delegate Phillips, left.

Wants Fink
Sparks

Here is joint meeting of J. L. Luckenbach crew and longshore gang in Seattle commemorating Bloody Thursday. Chairman was Howard Bird, secretary Steve Gottcheck,
speakers for crew Brothers Putko, Gonzales and Bird, speaker for the longshoremen,
F. Marshall.

SAN DIEGO—Full aid to Great Britain, China and the
Soviet Union was urged in a resolution adopted by marine
cal No .7 of the CIO American Communications Associaion here last week.
4,
The resolution follows:
RSOLVED: That we the membership of the San Diego branch
CA. Pacific coast marine department, go on record to:
1. Urge the continuance of
Policyto keep America out
of war by banning any American Expeditionary Force, or
using any American naval %mash% for convoy duty.
2. Urge immmediate application in full of the lease-lend act
to apply to
all nations fighting
fascism which is in the main the
enemy of the working people,
trade unions and democracy in
articular.
3. Fight against fascism in
our own country by
safeguardand extending democracy,
civil liberty, collective
bargaining and
continunig the right to
strike and petition; and be it
further
R
ESOLVED: That copies of this
resolution be sent to the presitint of the
United States, conand others concerned.

Our

Tanker
Gains In
San Pedro
SAN PEDRO—The American Fisher pulled in this week
with Brothers Broom and
Pritchett, two active rank
and filers upholding the old
tradition of every NMU man
an organizer.

Patrolman Charlie Rubin could
not write fast enough issuing new
books. By the time the ship gets
back to the east coast she'll be
100 per cent.
Tanker Organizer Alexander
made a trip to San Francisco,
squared up all the loose ends, met
with all the active union men, including officials of the CIO And
MC&S and from now on the tanker drive can be expected to make
a final spurt with the NMU going
over the top banners and all.
The MC&S will put in the
PORTLAND ThePortland In- field two tanker organizers and
.,ustrial Union Council July 15 petitions will be secured for an
concurred in a resolution submit- NLRB election on all the comd by the
Newspaper Guild of janes.
evr York
Bob Whig, a well-known, capprotesting the action of
he
Ralston Purina company, able and one of the best liked seaAan
ufacturers of Shredded Rals- men around Pedro, who .has been
ton and Ry
Crisp, in advertising sailing tankers off and on for the
the Jewish
Day, which is past 10 years, is relieving Johnnie
strikebound by Guild members.
Viacara in Martinez as tanker organizer. Johnnie's fingers are
itching for a chiping hammer and
a. paint brush.
............
.............................................
ATTENTION, TANKER MEN
The tanker operators, as has
been the case with all employers,
including Emperor Henry Ford,
are dead set against workers' organizations.
It means less profit to them
and more wages and better conditions for the seamen. But
when even in spite of their opposition the CIO makes decided
Old Time Member
headway, the employers will collaborate with a "lesser evil,"
Marine Firemen's Union
the AFL, because they can con........................................................ trol its officials.
The tanker operators, through
their company stooges, and some
ships' officers have in desperation,
discouraged seamen from joining
the NMU.
Expert Watch Repairing
They have even threatened to
discharge some guys if they join
418 W. 6th St.
the union of their own choosing—
phone 0456
San Pedro, Calif., NMU.
L._
There are several labor board
cases already against the Hillcone
S. S. Co. If any tanker seamen
have experienced such discrimina1605 Center 8t.
Rosiness Phone 5873
tory practices or any know
14enidenee Phones 2425.
of shipmates who were discrimin4965W
Martin V. Tipich
ated against, immediately get in
John A. Mardeeleh

Ralston, Ry Crisp
n Unfair List

Fishermen
Condemn
Fascism

JOE ROBINS

NEW DEAL CASH MARKET

LONG BEACH

FINLAND CAFE
427 So, Harbor Blvd.
San Pedro
Beer— Lunches—Wines
All Mixed Drinks

BEER—WINE

1183 West Broadway
Long Beach, Calif.
Phone 605-18

Jack Olsen taking second hutch- with the head man the situation
was ironed out and the members
er's job on the Alaska.
Tommy Vincent making the received their VOICES.

PORTLAND—The Portland Industrial Union Council
July 15 adopted a resolution submitted by International
Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union, Local 1-81,
supporting the Stand of the U. S. government in promising
SAN FRANCISCO. — Fed- aid to the struggle of the peoples of the Soviet Union and
eral Judge Michael J. Roche Great Britain against Hitler and fascism.
this week ruled that Jim The action was announced by
O'Neil, former editor of the John J. Fougerouse, secretary- of the United States has deBy HUGH BRYSON
By J. V', JURICH
VOICE and CIO radio report- treasurer of the council. The res- Oared that they will give full
Marine Cooks' and Stewards' Dispatcher
President CIO International
er and publicity director, olution reads:
aid to Britain, the Soviet Union
Fishermen & Allied Workers
SAN FRANCISCO—With both the Mariposa and LurWHEREAS: Hitler fascism
must stand trial August 25 on
and all other countries who
of
line
in at the first of the week shipping in San Francisco
SEATTLE.—The
threat
a perjury charge growing out has overrun and destroyed the fight Hitler and fascism, there- fascism lies particularly over maintained the average for the week ending July 26, with
rights, freedoms and governfore
be
it
of his refusal to tesify against ment of democratic Spain, the
the heads of west coast fish- 178 jobs being dispatched.
RESOLVED. That we endorse
Harry Bridges.
In spite of the fact that many.
labor government of Norway,
ermen operating in Alaska.
this
stand
of
our
government
the FBI to make
Hounded by
Holland, Belgium and other
a statement against the longemail nations, and
shore president and thrown Into
WHEREAS: The liberties and
jail for 60 days for ignoring
freedom of the people of Bugsubpoenas to Bridges' last deland, the workers and farmers
was
portation
trial, O'Neil
government of the Soviet Uncharged with perjury when he
ion are now threatened by this
branded as a lie a long antisame Hitler fascism, and
WHEREAS: The workers' and
Bridges statement attributed to
farmers' army otf the Soviet
him by J. Edgar Hoover's
Union appear to be stopping the
G-men.
O'Neil's attorney, George Ols- destructive march of Hitler
fascism for the first time, and
hausen, made several attacks .on
WHEREAS: If Hitler fascism
the legality of the perjury indictshould win this struggle, the
ment but the judge waved these
liberties, freedoms and demoaside.
cratic rights of all peoples of
Among other things the at- the world will. be
threatened,
torney contended it would not be If not completely abolished,
proper to try O'Neil on the and
charge until the government has
WHEREAS: The government
rendered a decision on the attempt
to deport Bridges.
O'Neil pleaded innocent to the
perjury charge this week.

and declare that in our opinion
fascism is the greatest menace
to all people who love liberty
and justice, and be it further
Resolved: That we urge the
administration to use
possible speed in supplying mateliabl to these armies who are
so valiantly fighting a life and.
and death struggle against Hitlee fascism, and be it finally
RESOLVED: That copies of
this resolution be sent to President Roosevelt, the Oregon Congressional delegation, CIO President Philip Murray, ILWU
President Harry Bridges, the
state and local industrial union
councils and the press.

FBI 'Error' Gets
Brother Fired

SAN PEDRO

Fine Watches
and Jewelry

SAN FRANCISCO. —
Shipping has improved "to
such an extent" and union
demands for improved wages and conditions have
SEATTLE—Here's a summary of the news from the
been so effective that A. J.
Seattle branch of the Marine Cooks and Stewards for the
Costigan, traffic manager week ending July 24:
for Radiomarine CorporaSOS SOS—Seattle needs expe- same ship as third baker.
tion, always anxious to rienced men of all kinds, especialThe drunks who protest, when
serve the shipowners, has ly cooks, butchers, bakers and charges
are brought against them,
started his pre-September waiters.
"I wuz framed." . . Sammy Mitships
are
beginning
to
come
The
30 round up of all available
chell, janitor, returned from his
with their cargoes of gold (canvacation in Southern California.
non-union radiomen.
ned salmon) from Alaska. AcIn a letter sent June 20 cording to all reports there has . . . Jack Bullene sailed as second
to radiomen throughout the been a very heavy run of fish this steward on the SS Alaska. . . .
Chas. Nichols, second patrolman,
country, Costigan begs year.
going on his weekly trip to the
these men to prepare themIf true, all the boys will be
marine hospital, taking a bundle
coining back with plenty of
selves for assignments.
of VOICES and a buck a piece for
shekels.
According to the letter
the boys in the hospital.
NOTES
Costigan is not concerned SOCIAL
Charley says a couple of weeks
Eddie Tangen back from the
whether the applicant Is unity convention with enthusias- ago, some young doctor out at the
"with or without sea ex- tic report of the constructive pro- hospital stopped him from diagram pounded out by the assem- tributing the VOICE to the memperience."
bers, but after a little conference
bled delegates.

SEATTLE.—After being denied work in national defense for two months, Carl Ross, 23, permit man in the
SAN FRANCISCO—E. F. Burke, AFL Ship Scalers, Drydock and Boatyard Workers Union,
secretary of the Marine Cooks and regained his employment only after it was discovered that
Stewards Association, received on the federal bureau of investigation had made a drastic error
July 17 the following letter from in its investigation.
•

the San Francisco unified school
district and signed by Joseph E.
Clisham, supervisor of the national defense training program:
"Due to your interest in
training for certified lifeboat
trainees, we are pleased to be
able to inform you that a class
will be formed for the training
of seamanship—sailors, to begin July 21, 1941, at the (lock
at Aquatic Park, San Francisco,
California, hours 9 a.m. to 11
a.m. and ,12 in. to 2 p.m. with
one hour for lunch."
touch with any of the NMU
branches on the west coast.
The following cases and amount
of back pay and wages were collected by the NMU through labor
board cases:

Company
Back
43
Waterman
20
Columbia
25
Shepard
Southern
20
South Atlantic
5
Cities Service
United Dredging 46
Interstate SS &
Jones&Laughlin 48

Amt.
40,000
4,000
3,500
10,000
50,000
10,000
90,000

This is not the only case in
which workers have been_arbi-:
trarily fired from national de.
fense work without .hearings to
m
e ine the cause of their disd
eh
etaerrg.
The recent Washington State
Federation of Labor convention
passed a vigorous resolution condemning such discharges. The
arbitrary
protested
resolution
dismissals without hearings of
Bremerton navy yard workers.
Carl Ross was fired from Todd
Dry Docks two months ago. No
reason was given by the company
for his dismissal.
Todd's employment office
merely stated Ross could not
work on national defense because the navy department said
so, according to Hollis Matheny, business agent of the Ship
Scalers Union.
Matheny met with Commander
F. D. Manock, civil personnel
director in the navy department.
to determine the cause of Ross'
discharge.' No formal hearings
were granted and only through
informal conversations did Matheny discover that the navy's or(her was based on a report from
the FBI which stated Ross was a

former secretary of the Commun1st party in Chicago.
Matheny told Commander Manock that he thought the FBI was
in error and that a hearing should
be held to determine whether
there was any grounds to bar
Ross from defense work. This
was denied.
• Matheny then told Ross to
make a personal appearance before Commander Mattock. Ross
appeared before the commander,
w
Rh
ns
o got out the FBI report on
Ross.
After comparing Ross with the
description of Ross on the FBI
report the error was discovered.
The Carl Ross on the FBI
report was about 50 years old
while the Carl Ross barred
froin defense work was only 23.
LOS ANGELES—Efforts were
begun last week to salvage and
refloat the Italian ship Fella and
the Nazi liner Eisenach, purchased to be operated from the west
coast under the Norwegian by the
Sigfried Olsen line, after being
scuttled at Costa Rica by their

crew.,

ships are being taken by the army Ray Aldrich from the Lurline,
transport service and by the U. S. along with Brother Clayton Beck
navy, and in spite of the fact that from the same ship.
this consequently caused many unAlso returning to the Lam-line
em ployed members to be on the from leaves—mostly vacations
cards
beach, there were 30 trip
—were the following brothers:
dispatched to the Mariposa while Wendell Crank as waiter, 1st
she was in port.
class; J. Jacobi as top side
l
This along with
i h th e many alwaiter after a month off; E.
ready on there, boosted the
Cook as lounge steward; R.
amount of non-union men up
Ching as No. 1 laundryman, and
considerable.
H. Altona as waiter.
In
I
view of this one example,
On the Mariposa, Brother W.
and since we've had some diffi- Davidoff returned as chief pantculty along this line in other ryman after a vacation. George
cases, Secretary Burke recom- Romo went back as an assistant
mended to the Thursday night's conk.
membership meeting that the
Brother Varney Ferris, the
books again be opened, at least Cleveland delegate from the Marifor the present, to allow these posa, alsto returned, very enthusimany trip cards to join the or- asticaliy endorsing the entire conganization.
vention and ready to make his report the first meeting that will
RETIRING CARDS
Brother O'Donnell, our assis- be held at sea.
Several brothers are inquiring
tant secretary, reports that nearly
300 retiring cards have been is- about shipping on tankers, and
naturally are being urged to ship
sued in the last six months.
After the "boom" is over we on them if they possibly can.
Needless to say, with all the
can expect most of these brothers back, of course, and conse- ships being laid up, it's an opportune time to get on a tanker
quently mass unemployment.
However, there seems to be no now, since they're short of men,
alternative but to open the books especially in the stewards' departto take the non-union men in that men.
important
extremely
It's
are now working on the ships and
can't be replaced with book mem- that members—union brothers
more than anyone else—make
bers.
During the week many of the these tankers now, and organize
brothers who had leaves from the for the National Maritime
President Pierce came to the Union.
In a very short time, if things
office for their re-assignment to
their old jobs. but after inquiry go right, we'll have those jobs
had been made it was found that coming thrugh our hiring hall,
she is going the way of all 535's with union wages and conditions.
Every member of the MC&S on
—to the army, and with nona. tanker should consider himself
union crews.
She is the last of the trans- an organizer for the NMU.
Pacific fleet, with the exception
of the Coolidge, which will be
leaving upon her next arrival
here.
The Pierce isn't even going to
LOS•ANGELES—OPM Director
William S. Knudsen visited Smith- Los Angeles on the usual shuttle,
ern California national defense so somebody must mean business.
Brother Pete Mendelsohn, the
plants last week after inspecting
San Francisco bay region ship- delegate to the Cleveland unity
yards during the previous week. convention from the Pierce, was
Commercial newspaper reports all set to make his report, but
quoted assistants of Knudsen as will now have to give it in the
saying that a new shipyard will hall, or at a special meeting on Dairy products, groceries,serv-4
be built somewhere in .the east board the ship before the crew ice station and electrical appli-,
ances. Owned and operated by,
is laid off.
side of San Francisco bay.

This was forcibly brought to
public attention in December,
1940, when the Japanese militaristic government attempted to
dump 680,000 cases of red salmon
upon the American market,
Vigorous opposition of our
union and other groups, banded
in the joint committee
for the protection • of the Pacific
Coast fisheries, blocked this invasion of Japanese salmon upon
the American market.
Had the Japanese succeeded
In (lumping this salmon on our
markets it would have drastic.
wages and
ally threatened
working standards of American
fisherman, and would most certainly have prevented the CIO
International Fishermen and
Allied Workers of America
from negotiating the best agree.
ment in the history of the industry.
It would have subjected the
American packers to most unfair
competition.
And it would have furnished
the Japanese government with
nine million dollars in credits to
be used to finance its military
campaign against the Chinese
people.
union
has
Our
repeatedly
warned of the encroachment of
fascism and demanded again and
again that the United States stop
sending war materials to Japan.
The interests of our nation
and of free people throughout
the world demands immediate
fulfillment of President Reesevelt's pledge of aid to Great
Britain, the Soviet Union and
China for the defeat of fascism.

New Shipyards for
San Francisco

ASTORIA, ORE.

YOUNGS BAY
CO-OPERATIVE
DAIRY

240 Taylor Ave., Astoria, Ore.

Other brothers
shoremen, carpenters and sawto
SAN FRANCISCO—The British du
mill workers.
consulate announced last week tive ships to make their reports
Special attention given to
442,
Norwere
convention
the
from
the Chilean steamer Maullin,
fishermen's orders
and
Banker,
tons gross, owned by Carlos man Pogue, SS Coast
100% CIO
Valck, has been put on the British five other freighters that helped
finance him as their delegate—
blacklist of ships.
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The Voice Grows Up Into
A Nat'l. Seamen's Paper
of the VOICE symbolizes.a tremendous
HIS FINAL
and, -in truth, this is
step forward for
T
of VOICE—
not a final issue but the beginning of a
issue

American seamen,
new type

& rank and file paper on a national basis, the PILOT.
One of the original goals of the Maritime Federation and
the VOICE was establishment of democratic industrial unionism
for seamen and maritime workers on a national basis.
Efforts were made in the past to extend the structure of
the Federation and the paper to include the Gulf and the east
coast. For a variety of reasons, these efforts failed.
Chief of these reasons was the Federation was a craft
union set-up.
Because of this craft set-up, undemocratic leaders of certain
of the crafts, while speaking vaguely in favor of national unity
and industrial unionism, were in practice able to sabotage real
efforts in this direction.
Certain maritime union officials—of which Harry Lunde.
berg, Bill Green's waterfront lieutenant,is the worst example—
have even gone so far during recent times as to oppose national
unity in principle.
Why honest officials should take such a position is difficult to figure out, since it is obvious to everyone that national
unity will be beneficial to the wages, hours and conditions of
seamen.
Certainly, it is plain common sense to realize that in unity
there is strength. If seamen want to increase wages the best
way to do it is to get together and pool our bargaining power.
Why dishonest officials take a position against national
unity is obvious—they are playing the shipowners' game. Because certain conditions, for example, are fairly decent on the
west coast, these officials point to them as reasons against national unity, whereas in fact any differential between one coast
and another is the main reason for the need of national unity.

What the PILOT—which in the coming issues will come
forth as a national seamen's paper—will try to do will be to
improve the conditions of all seamen.
It won't matter a damn to the PILOT whether a man is
fireman, a cook, a sailor, an oiler, an able seaman, or whathave you—if he works for a living on a ship it will be the
PILOT'S job to help improve his conditions and wages.
That's what is meant by national unity and industrial
unionism.
What's wrong with that program? Why shouldn't all seamen get together nationally to carry it out?
The VOICE, in this final editorial, is proud to be able to
take a forthright stand for national unity. The VOICE is 100
per cent for the practical working plan for unity hammered out
at the recent Cleveland unity convention.
A newspaper is not simply a piece of paper with type on it.
It is a way of publishing news, a way of interpreting events, and
that way for the VOICE has been traditionally since it was first
published in June 14, 1935, a genuine responsiveness to the will
and needs of the rank and file maritime workers.
While the word "Voice" may not appear on the masthead
of a piece of paper each week in the future, the VOICE itself
will continue to live and grow, expanding into a real national
seamen's paper, responsive to the will and needs of the rank and
file, in the PILOT.
When the thirteen American colonies decided to grow up
and really amount to something, they changed their name
and started operating on a national basis. It worked, through
there were many doubters. That's what the VOICE proposes
to du.

Quote of the Week:
"When that bill was introduced I received cablegrams from
every port in the world. I was abused from Melbourne and
Sydney, I received cablegrams of abuse from Nova Scotia, from
Japan and from the China sea: I received cablegrams from the
.Atlantic Ocean, the North Pacific, the South Pacific, and the
Indian ocean, and from just about every stretch of deep water on
the face of the earth. I never realized that seamen would deign
to waste so much time on a humble member of congress in fairly
deluging him with cablegrams against that bill."—Congressman
Dirksen speaking in house last week referring to seamen's campaign against Dirksen bill several months ago.
"I have now appointed 21 leaders for the 26 existing occupational organizations. Events so far have shown how harmful
were the relations with political tendencies and persons and how
necesary it is that trade union interests alone should be served.
The new leaders are.responsible to me alone, in order that they
may be able to accomplish the task of showing the Czech workers and employes the right way in this period of European regeneration."—Nazi high commissioner for the Nazi protectorate
of Czechoslovakia, quoted in International Transport Workers
Federation bulletin.

Coffee
Time

Dirksen Admits He
Was 'Deluged By
Seamen's Protests
By BJORNE HALLING
Secretary CIO Maritime Committee

WASHINGTON, D. C.—The warning,
two weeks ago, that labor could not afford
to rest on its laurels following the smashing defeat of the May-Connally selective
service amendments in the house was
borne out this week when the joint senate
house conference committee reported the
bill back to Congress with virtually all the
anti-labor provisions restored.
At the time the house defeated these vicious

amendments by the vote of 220-149, the measure
had already passed the Senate. However, in conference, the amendments were restored.
A last minute mobilization of labor forces is
today (July 28) working to defeat the Conference Report which is scheduled for a final vote
In the house on Tuesday, July 29, and in the
senate on Wednesday.
(NOTE: The House today (July 29) by a
vote of 255-114, defeated the Conference Report
on selective service amendments. The House
returned the bill to conference with instructions
to House conferees to stand by House action in
deleting anti-labor May-Connally amendments.)
a

HR 5074
The anti-ACA radio operators bill, HR 5074,
passed the House last week without a record vote
after brief but revealing debate. If maritime
labor had had doubts that this measure was a
union-busting bill, those doubts should have
been dispelled by the statements of members of
congress who rose to support the bill.
Shortly after passage of the bill labor-hating
Congressman Vinson told one of the CIO representatives on the Hill that now this bill had
passed he was going to rush action on his bill
to drive all subversives out of unions!
Thus the predicitions of the CIO are being
realized. Passage of HR 5074 has given the
green light to reactionaries in the House—and
for that reason all of labor must be mobilized
to see that the bill is defeated In the Senate.
Speaking on HR 5074, Congressman Ramspeck of Georgia pointed out that 'this bill arose
out of hearings we had on the Dirksen bill.
Representative Jerry Voorhis, California Dies
Committeeman, also supported HR 5014, admitting that the bill "is pretty broad, but I think
that the approach—through control of licenses—
is the right one." Due process was ignored by
Voorhis.
The bill would allow the FCC to blacklist
any militant operator, throw him on the beach,
and out of employment, until the FCC deigned
to hold a hearing.
Most revealing of all speeches on the bill was
that of our old friend, Rep. Everett M. Dirksen,
the dry-land sailor from mid-Illinois. He said:
"Mr. Speaker, I am rather happy to see this
bill on the floor today. I have something of a
paternal interest in this legislation. It is a sort
of modification of a bill that was introduced in
January, HR 2662, dealing with the maritime
industry.
"I have had some rather interesting experiences since that time. Some members of the
House will remember that I delivered myself
of a rather herioc effort here for about an hour
undertaking to establish to my own satisfaction,
and insofar as possible to the satisfaction of the
Congress and the country, that there were subversive activities in the merchant-marine industry in the country in its many ramifications.
"When that bill was Introduced I received
cablegrams from every port In the world. I was
abused from Melbourne and Sydney, Australia,
I received cablegrams of abuse from Nova
Scotia, from Japan and from the China sea; I
received cablegrams from the Atlantic Ocean,
the North Pacific, the South Pacific, and the
Indian Ocean, and from just about every stretch
of deep water on the face of the earth. I never
realized that seamen would deign to waste so
much time on a humble Member of Congress in
fairly deluging him with cablegrams against
that bill.

'Happy Indeed
"It was set up in four titles, dealing with
radio, hiring halls, citizenship and ship radio
operators, Technically speaking, I am a landlubber. I live out in a great landlocked area in
the Middle West. I live on a river, but we do not
have any battleships on that river beause we
have only about 9 feet of water.
"Having been a marine contractor once upon
a time, I have been interested in everything that
pertains to water. As I saw the evidences of an
unhealthy condition in the maritime industry and
learned from the maritime commission appearing
before the appropriations committee, and also
from the federal communications commission,
that there were some weaknesses in the law that
ought to be amended, I am very happy indeed
that the gentleman from Georgia and his subcommittee took cognizance of one item in the
bill that was introduced and that he comes here
today with a unanimous report of the subcommittee on this measure.
"It is rather singular that in the Communications Act of 1934 it was impossible to suspend
or revoke a license because of subversive activities. That authority will be provided, but there
will be the right of appeal for any person charged with subversion.
"We speak about the small number of the
2,000 ship-radio operators in the country who
may be subversive, but may I say it takes only
one under a given set of circumstances to really
do the damage. You cannot leave as many ELS one
Individual in the navy or in the merchant marine
who bears the subversive tag, because you put
him in a situation where he can flash a confidential message to a shore station by some prearranged code, and that is the point where the
damage will be done.
"We have been derelict Indeed In our city In
not covering up this weakneses before. I am delighted that out of these little researches, out of
the activities of the Dies Committee and every
other agency that has sought to point out this
weakness in the marine structure of the country
this bill is here today, and I congratulate the
committee on its report."
the senate

Church Leader:

Nazi Enemy No. 1
WASHINGTON, D. C.—"The bald facts of
(Hitler's) 'crusade' are these: on Sunday morning June 22nd, the Nazis, in violation of a
treaty, launched an unprovoked and undeclared
war of aggression ... In point of urgency the
Nazi remains Enemy No. I. of America and sof

the world."—The Most Bev. Joseph P. Hurley,
Bishop of St. Augustine.

Vic Johnson's

Not all the blitzkriegs are in Europe. Plenty of firing against the working people's
standard of living, through rising prices, Is going on every day. Organized action by
unions can stop this blitz.

The President Says
By A. E. HARDING
President of the Maritime Federation of the Pacific

SEATTLE. — As the
maritime unoins are in the
process of strengthening
their ranks by the creation
of a national industrial union for seamen, it is timely
to review the progress
made since joint action was
first taken by maritime
workers back in 1934.
This will enable us to grasp
the significance of the new or.
ganizational structure in its
relation to protecting and extending gains made during the
past 8 years.
Let us briefly review the
conditions existing prior to
1934.
On both coasts unlicensed
seamen were among the worst
exploited group of workers in
the country. Men hired off the
docks, in fink halls and crimp
joints. Absolutely no job control.

worked for around $30 per
month.

attack. Learning by experience
that they couldn't starve and
club the maritime workers into
submission on the picket lines,
they tried to corrupt them
from within and legislate them
out of existence.

Conditions Today
Contrast those conditions
with wages, hours and working conditions today. Union
hiring halls and the union
shop, Job control. Everybody
gets an equal share of work.
Earnings more than doubled.
No more fink halls, shape-up
and labor contractors.

Fink Books
They did succeed in creating
splits on the west coast, several
maritime unions withdrawing
from the Federation.
The majority, however, were
equal to the occasion and shifted their fight to the legislative
front to meet the new attack.
On the east coast the NMU
crushed sabotage from within
by exposing and expelling the
shipowners' spies.
From the picket line the
struggle shifted more and more
to the political sphere. There
was the historic fight against
the fink book, the maritime
commission fink halls, the
Copeland legislation.
This was followed by the
Dies smear campaign, attacks
by the FBI upon maritime
workers and their leaders, and
the current anti-labor attacks
engendered by war hysteria.
With the increase in intensity of these legislative attacks,
culminated by such measures
as the Dirksen bill, the maritime unions found more and
more support in the national
CIO. Today they find it indiepensible, In order to still further strengthen their position
In the CIO, the CIO Maritime
Committee was set up several
years ago.

With only one exception.
The Atlantic and Gulf coast
longshoremen still under the
thumb of Joe Ryan.
Maritime workers achieved
these gains by organization and
joint action on a coastwise industrial basis.
Present conditions were not
handed to us on a silver platter. There was the great 1934

The ISIJ had "contracts"
with a few steamship companies. Ijs every instance this
was a company union set-up
pure and simple, ruled with an
[roil hand by such fakers as
Grange and Olander.
The majority of seamen were
unorganized.
Wages were as low as $25
per month for AB's. They were
proportionately low for the
black gang and stewards.
Working and living conditions were atrocious. Field
days. No overtime. No redress
for grievancesn.
Mates and engineers were no
better off. Low wages. Plenty
of overtime but no compensation for it. In fact, the only
way a licensed man could "get
ahead" was by being a first
class company man, driving the
unlicensed personnel and working long hours on his watch
below. Deck officers were far
more adept with a paint brush
and scraper than they were
with a sextant.

12-Hour Day
Radio operators cooled their
heels in the static rooms of
radio servicing companies.
Favoritsm was rife, instances
of buying jobs being by no
means uncommon.

Twelve hours work a day
common on passenger
ships. On freighters they were
forced to do paper work and
act as an all around messenger
boy for the Old Man. Wages
around $70 per month was
common, in many instances
much lower. Overtime pay unheard of.

A. E. HARDING
west coast strike in which men
sacrificed their lives and freedom. Numerous job actions
during the succeeding two
years in which they solidified
their organizations and forced
the shipowners to live up to
the agreements won.
Again, there was the great
lockout of 1936-37 on the west
coast. On the east coast, seamen broke the shackles of the
1SU dictatorship and hit the
bricks with their west coast
brothers. Their struggle resulted in the formation of the Nation Maritime Union, first Industrial union of seamen.

Was

Ditto for longshoremen. On
the Pacific coast the shape-up
existed in some ports. In others
fink halls or company agents.
In all ports star gangs killed
themselves working inhumanly
long hours while the majority
were barely able to keep body
and soul together by getting in
a few hours of work now and
again.
The majority were unorganized and those who were en.
joyed the doubtful distinction
of paying dues to the Ryan
dominated, employer controlled
ILA.
Similarly with fishermen
and cannery workers. A few of
the former were members of
the ISU. Wages and working
conditions of all were entirely
dependent upon the whim of
the packers.
Cannery workers went north
each year under the shameful
labor contract system and.

Never losing sight of their
goal for a national industrial
union of seamen, delegates at
the seventh annual convention
of the Maritime Federation of
the Pacific dissolved the Federation and pledged themselves
to work for such a program
and further strengthening
their position in the CIO.

One of the most glorious
pages in the history of that
epic- struggle was the Maritime
Federation of the Pacific and
Its official organ, the Voice of
the Federation.
Such militant action is outstanding in the memory of
maritime workers. No less important, however, was their intelligence and versatility in
constantly perfecting and improving their organizational
work. The Maritime Federation, for example, was a conscious realization of the necessity for coastwise unified action on an industrial basis. It
was the first concrete step in
that direction.
Maritime unions took further steps towards industrial
unionism. On the coast, one
after another affiliated with
the CIO and began building international unions that were
part of the great national CIO
movement.
On the east coast this was
paralleled by the unprecedented growth of the National Maritime Union which was soon to
outstrip the west coast seago.
ing unions.
a'he shipowners shifted their

This was carried another
step forward at the third convention of the National Mari.
time Union where a program
was outlined for building a national industrial union for seamen. Machinery has already
been put in motion for carry.
hag out this program.
.

Thus the long sought objective of a national industrial
union for seamen is in the process of realization. This is implemented by the steady
growth and development on an
industrial basis of the ILWU,
International Fisher me n's
Union and the Agricultural and
Cannery Workers. Maritime
workers will never forget that
the Maritime Federation of the
Pacific was the first, indispensible step in that direction. It
was the first practical demonstration of joint action by
maritime unions on an industry wide basis.
It enabled us to protect
what we had won and to make
further gains. More important
yet, however, was the fact that
it carried the maritime unions
along the path of true industrial unionism.

The step we have now taken
insures that the old pre-1934
days are gone for all time.
The shipowners cannot destroy our unions now. To do
so they would have to smash
the entire CIO movement.
Even Ford and Bethlehem
Steel couldn't do that.
Time marches on and we
march with it. But we will
never forget the Maritime
Federation of the Pacific and
the part it played in carrying
us into industrial unionism. It
was the sturdy craft which ferried us across the channel.

NEW YORK—At least it seem,'
that Washington is getting around
to where the working people wer':
a long time ago on Japan.
West coast maritime worke
-have been intermittently protesting and picketing scrap-iron ship ,
meats ever since the Rising‘Su.,
Imperialists started their debacle
In China.
Working women were wearing
rayon stockings in lieu of Jai)
anese silk long before Roosever,
thought of putting the economic,
screws on the Far Eastern bi y.
shot of the Axis alliance.
Months ago we grew so di: —.gusted with Harold Ickes' quacking about rationing America's oil
supply while the Japanese carte•
it off by the tanker load from San
Pedro that the personal reaction
was—Why didn't they ration Ha
old Ickes?
We disliked the humbug
threatening to deprive the American motorist of his Sunday driv •
In order to keep Japanese plane'
over China.
Long before Hitler got aUd•
cious, Japan had quietly tossed
aside the agreement limiting r
armament and had proceeded to
build her capital fighting ships o,
bigger tonnage and more heavil,
gunned than the rules to which
she had committed herself b
treaty called for.
While the Western World wa.,
still sick from its last bloo
bathing and attempting, if by no
further survival of hope again.
war than the changing of the
rules to where warfare would b.
less destructive, Japan announce
her intention of not playing according to Hoyle.
Mein Kampf had not been written at that time, treaty-breakin•
had not become fashionable, an
American harbors were being
treated to the spectacle of wa
ships being scrapped.
Before the Germans had raise,
the cry of lebenspraun and po
erty as justification of international brigandage, Japan h a.
raised these same issues as a
cloak for her military aggressio In the Far East in abrogation •
treaty.
Western World protests wei
smothered by an avalanche of
—.—
apologies and explanations, amon
them that the Japanese peopl had simply outgrown the narrov,
confines of their islands.
Following the fascist pattern,
the birth rate was encourag
and mothers worked upon to b
come breeding sows for the armiee
of the Rising Sun, even as Hitl
and Mussolini were publicly
awarding medals to mothers f
being seed-plots of fascism, whi !"
moaning abroad about over-popus
lation.
The ideology-makers of Japan
could not call upon stout Nord 0,
gods for supermen. Instead, th='
cooked their pot with loyalty unto death, duty unto suicide, al
the plank of "Aryan superiority"
became _in the Japanese fate,
platform "manifest destiny."
Manifest destiny means Ur
japan should and will rule ti •
Far East, and of course, like the
German ambition, it is subje.
to extension.
The other parallel with Germany is that Japan has shown
remarkable aptitude for building
a powerful fighting machine whit
singing second lead in the "hay,
not" chorus.
It seems that Washington Ii
actually got around to the realizes
tion at last that all the scrap-ti'
the Marus have been hauli
away wasn't actually used to butter the bread of the hungry Ja
anese.
*
*
BOYCOTT STANDARD OIL

•

Training

Academy
May Move
SAN FRANCISCO—Carl Cle
erdon, secretary of the California
maritime academy, announced I. ,•
week the academy will attempt to
retain a school site at Morro;
Cave, Solano county, despi
Governor Olson's pocket veto of an
appropriation for construction
a base there.
If the academy board is unab
to raise the necessary money, t
may accept an offer of Newpo
Harbor of 35 acres of Southe
California land, pier facilities and
temporary buildings.
For the time being the school
ship California State, which giv,
training cruises to merchant in.
rifle cadets, is remaining tied u.
at pier 54 here, it was annouitcMEXICO CITY.—In a statemc
issued July 7 in the name of h
organization, Lombardo Toledan.
president of the Confederation
Latin - American Workers, called
upon labor in all 21 republics
the western hemisphere to wo
"swiftly and efficiently, passio
ately and with a sense of histo
responsibility" for the formation
of national unity against fasciin all its manifestations, at ho '-

and abroad.

,
I.
CHESTER, Pa.—The keel of
the first of 72 tankers being bu' -----*--, 1
by the Sun Shipbuilding and Dr.,
il
dock company was laid last wee
The ship is to be launched D-"?' •
Ill, and delivered Feb. 28. 1942

1

'WY
1
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FOW Member Answers Three Hollywood Stewards Send Fireman Says CIO Doing Most
$4.50 in Legislative Fight Fighting in Behalf of Seamen
Questions on National Unity

The following brothers donated $4.50 to Labor's NonSan Francisco.
the VOICE:
San Francisco.
Partisan
League to help in the fight against anti-labor leg- Editor of the VOICE:
Since most obstacles to national unity have been removed by the very fine practical
The need for MFOW members to get together in one national maritime union is greater
islation in congress, according to announcement of Jim San
look
into
three
important
to
program worked out at the Cleveland unity convention, it is
today than any time before. This is so because we are being threatened on more fronts
Jule, California LNPL secretary:
remaining arguments presented by some firemen who are not yet wholly convinced of
than at any other time.
FERDINAND
.50
JANER
.50
FELLX
PARENIO
$
he practicability of one national union for all seamen.
So many ships have been with- prive the union of some basic Without. CIO action on these bills,
.
.50
BEN
P.
C.
TANO
WILBUR
.50
'()
What are these arguments?
we would be shipping out of fink
drawn
from service through sales gains.
ADOLPH PUTICH .... .50 CERITO ACUNING _ .50
I. All the former black gang eliminate this difference, which members.
Remember, if the MEBA has halls right today.
or transfers that there are now
JAMES
J.
A.
HAYNES
1.00
.50
COOPER
......
15 NWU members out of a
finks run off the coast by the they most likely will, the benefits
less than 2,000 jobs available for to choose between supporting NOT A NICKEL
All of the above brothers are members of the stewards our members, of which fully a a CIO affiliate, the ILWU or
The money that organized these
MFOW will return, which will that could accrue to us by being department of 236.
This doesn..'t look like any department of the SS Hollywood.
create a great percentage of united with 65,000 other seamen,
fifth are of seasonal nature. This the independent MFOW, you campaigns was per capita money.
finks down below on west coast not mentioning the other organ- flood.
has brought our paid up mem- can be assured they will choose We didn't put up a nickel. We
The average seaman sails out
izations that will unite with the
let others pay our way.
Ships.
bership down from a peak of the ILWU.
of one or two ports most of the
National Maritime Union.
We sat back like wise guys
So let's be clear on this point.
7,200 in 1936 to less than 3,800
2. We stand a chance to lose
time. Whether it's New York
Conditions over which we have no and talked about how well we
today.
the overtime for working cargo THIRD POINT
and Baltimore, Mobile and New
By being affiliated with the control have changed the issue get along without paying per
after 5 p.m. and before 8 a.m.
Let's examine the third and Orleans or 'Frisco and 'Pedro or
National Maritime Union with of independence or affiliation, to capita. The CIO will fight our
coast
3. Unity with the east
last argument:
any other port, the average seabattles. Why pay per capita?
its 65,000 members, constitut- affiliation or destruction.
will result in a general exodus
Would the coast be flooded man is not going to give up his
Some reasoning!
We can always buy a wreath
Of east coast seamen to this with NMU members if we affiliing two-thirds of the American
main port where he has developed
That period is drawing to a
Seamen, we would have access or tombstone from the per capita
coast, thus depriving us of our ate with one national union? On
Portland.
social contacts, family, and his
close.
The Marine Cooks and
to jobs on any coast at any we save.
jobs.
the contrary there would be many credit in restaurants and hotels Editor of the VOICE:
The Dirksen Bill wasn't beat- Stewards, the inland boatmen and
time. Our MEOW books would
Let's examine the first argu. more jobs than there are today just to pick up a few extra nickels
We on the Weyerhaeuser SS Hegira donate toward cov- give us equal rights on hun.
en by independence. It was the marine radio officers plan to
ment:
for MFOW members.
a few thousand miles away.
to
our
department:
beat by united action. Congress- conduct a vote on affiliating with
cost
of
VOICE
ering
the
mailing
the
Lake
Atlantic
Gulf
and
dreds
of
Approximately 5,000 men were
We could sail on any coast or
This is proven every day in
man
Bland received 22,000 the NMU.
vCssels.
sailing below on west coast and any ship any time. We would
BROMLEY VOORHIES, Steward
$ .75
practice.
We should do likewise and have
We are faced with an attack wires and letters. Over 18,000
intercoastal ships prior to the have many more places to sail to
SYLVIA,
Chief
Cook
.75
G.
Does the whole coast memby the reactionary AFL official- were from the NMU; 4,000 the 10 point NMU affiliation pro1934 strike. Let's assume that In place of the old pre-war stand1.00
ARNOLD HUGHES, 2nd Cook
bership go up to Seattle In the
dom which now has the support were from the coast. Undoubt- gram put on our November bal.One out of every five finked or bys of the Orient, Australia, Inspring in order to ship on the
SAL. MESSMAN
.50 of strike breaker Sidney Hillman edly 80% of those were from lot.
1,000 men out of 5,000 which tercoastal, Hawaii and Alaska.
Alaska ships on which there is
If you want improved wages,
Fraternally,
and the national labor relations the CIO unions.
would mean about 100 freighter
Following the 1934 strike when
Certainly not.
black gangs or its equivalent in we operated under the ISU con- more overtime?
board.
The May-Connolly amendments conditions and a strong national
ARNOLD
E.
HUGHES,
Does anybody go up to Portland
Passenger ships. (These figures stitution, when a man sailed on
to the selective service act were union, the time has come to act,
Stewards Delegate.
PORT BARGAINING
are probably high; however, rath- either coast for six months he had in order to register on that shipFraternally,
beaten by the CIO. The CIO
These forces have with the aid unions have spent millions of doler than permit accusations of un- to take out a book on that coast. ping list so they can ship on the
WILLIAM BAILEY,
Coastwise lines, which pay much
of the SIU-SUP president Lunde- lars to defeat anti labor bills.
derstatement the above figure
MEOW No. 44574
The west coast wasn't flooded
berg succeeded in breaking the
Will be used to make the point.) then and certainly no one can more overtime than other ships?
everyone
in
HeadNo.
Does
of
the
bargaining
unit
coast
We can safely assume that 250 deny that there was a great
quarters wait for the steamILWU and established port by
of these men have been taken into
difference in wages and condi- schooner jobs? Again the answer
port bargaining in the northwest.
the MFOW, which leaves 750 who
tions which doesn't exist today. is no.
The spokesmen for Joe Ryan
left the coast.
For two years we worked under
Do all the members flock to
on this coast, with their offices
We can further assume that that setup after the '34 strike and
A contribution of $12 for the VOICE was brought in in Tacoma, have publicly anthere has been a 50% turn over there was no exodus from east to San Pedro in order to make the
Wrigley boats, those chewing gum last week from the stewards department of the Matsonia. nounced that they are prepared
of seamen in the last seven years
west.
Navy Catalina ships?
MCS Delegate WILLIAM ZIMMERMAN brought in the to ask for part bargaining in evmince 1934, among that 750 the
The experience of the MCS in
A close, honest analysis of
turn-aver was probably higher,
Philadelphia.
ery port on the Pacific Coast as
contribution.
the past several years, where these three questions shows
thirs would leave 375.
the opportunity presents itself. Editor of the VOICE:
Many
thanks,
brothers.
Kindly print the following letter.
For instance, if they should
Most of these men would equal shipping rights have been that they are not based on facts
the rule, proves just the opposite. and figures should therefore
succeed with the aid of the ofnaturally gravitate toward the
Brother MFOW members: I was going to Write you beHundreds
of
MCS
members
are
not
be
regarded
in
any
other
ficials in Seattle to swing the fore, telling of my experience aboard an NMU ship, the
unorganized ships, such as Isthlight than prejudices that in\
lonshoremen into the AFL, the Spencer Kellogg.
mian line, etc., or join the SW today sailing on NMU ships.
An example can be taken from our own interests shoulebe (his.
Which was founded by strikechances of the Seattle MEOW
I'm now glad I waited until
staying out of the AFL would be Brother Henney of the deck de- shipowners and national associa•
breakers and encouraged triple the VOICE of July 19, 1941, from carded in order that we may
tion of manufacturers
official
the
minutes
of
the
meet.go
ahead
and
unite
thouwith
finks to join it.
very small.
partment returned from the unity through politicians to havel paased
obb y
This would leave a small hand- ing of the MCS on the Matsonia sands of other seamen and form
This would result in a home convention at Cleveland. This crew
(the Matsonia is one of the best one of the strongest bodies of
against us.
of
sailing
to
union
of
men
town
the
in
men sailing below
ful
Should the fund become too
A contribution of $10 to the VOICE was made this week Alaska. It would be but a short of 25 in the unlicensed departNMU that sailed on this coast or paying ships as far as the stew- organized working men in the
i ntercoastal during the 1934 ards membership are concerned). United States-a national marl. by the stewards department of the Lurline to help cover cost time before their gains won in Ments elected and sent Brother large in the treasury, the money
Henney as their delegate.
There are 164 book members in time union 100,000 strong.
is donated to some worthy cause.
strike.
of mailing and wrapping.
'34 and since would be but a
I don't believe a single freighter
this department on the ship, 55
For instance: at the last
A. G. OWENS,
and
The
same
memory.
could
Even though undoubtedly they
Many thanks, brothers.
with larger crews elected a dele- meeting there was forty dollars
MFOW No. 1444.
have learned their lesson and be- permit men and only 15 NMI'
would happen along the whole
gate from the west coast, and now to spare (most of which came
came good union men, it is excoast.
is the time we should pull for from money not spent at the
tremely unlikely that they would
Do you think that the longunity as never before.
care to confront their former
convention) so the membership
shoremen will risk a strike for
We've been letting the NMU
went on record to give $10 each
,hiPmatee to sail on the Pacific
improved wages or conditions
all
make
the concessions to our
coast.
to the following:
with an attack threatened from
membership while we sat back
King-Ramsay-Conner, Webster..
the rear?
SECOND POINT
Do you think we can improve and reaped the benefits. It is Smallman Defense, Bridges DeLet's examine the second argutime to start pulling for a real fense, and to a small chemical
our wages or conditions without
Ment:
plant which has been on strike for
Stewards department of the President Coolidge turned the support of the longshoremen? union on a national scale.
Wages and basic tonditions toFirst, don't let any of Lunde- some time in Philadelphia.
Not only can't we improve
in $15 to the VOICE this past week to help cover the cost
day on ships below in the east and Editor of the VOICE:
Eureka, Calif.
them, we cannot even hold what berg's finest tell you that the JOIN THE NMU
est are practically the same
Here is a copy of a letter I sent to the Labor Journal, the of mailing and wrapping. Many, many thanks, brothers.
we have if the longshoremen de- NMU meetings aren't democratic.
This kind of action goes to
with the exception of overtime official
The meetings held aboard these
AFL organ here.
us.
sert
solidify our ranks on a national
saYment for all work done while "Editors, Redwood
Empire Labor the AFL they take the job asIt looks like our playing around ships are held jointly and with the scale and unites us against the
cargo is being worked after 5
Journal,
with
being independent, refusing utmost democracy.
signed
to
them
and
like
it.
forces which are fighting labor.
P. in. and before 8 a. m. Other
our rightful share of BEGINNERS ENCOURAGED
assume
to
"530
G
St.,
Eureka,
Calif.
"3. Travel time from one
To say that the MFOW may
inor differences cancel themthis fight will force the longselves out. (This overtime was "Dear Sirs and Brothers: The ship to another. Under the
The older members try to give remain independent in the future
where
position
the
shoremen
into
aYed on NMU ships until the lead article in the July 17th issue AFL, longshoremen receive no
beginners experience by electing will be putting ourselves right
they will have no alternative but them
Jerry King crowd, who have since of your paper dealing with the pay for this time.
to the chair and as recording out on a limb that may be sawto desert us and leave us to the
been expelled, gave it away to the A.FL longshoremen in the ports of
"4. Opportunity of work in
secretaries
in thb meetings. Thus, ed off by employer Interests
A $10 contribution for the VOICE was made last week 'wolves.
'hip owners in negotiations.)
Tacoma, Anacortes and Port An- other ports on the Pacific
members who may be a little when they see fit.
The NMIT has striven to re- geles contained some statements Coast. Longshoremen in the by thp stewards' department of the Mariposa. Thanks a GREEN & RYAN
The shipowners have changed
backward are brought to the
gain that and is planning to which are misleading because cer- AFL work only in their home lot from the VOICE, brothers.
their mode of attack from an
Many brothers aren't far sight- front.
make that one of their points tain facts were not presented].
ports.
They are not laughed at if they economic to a legislative basis,
ed enough to see the handwriting
In the coming
negotiations.
"Total vote for the AFL in
"I believe these facts disprove
on the wall. This beef, within make a few mistakes but are cor- and we should have the support of
There are few cases if any in these ports was 634, whereas your
this coast becomes an AFL-ILA- rected. Union men are being made a strong national body-the CIO.
published statement that
labor history where a small or. there
Let's get together with the
are 15,000 longshoremen on 'Year after year these men had to
SIU set-up with Green, Ryan and as they go along.
ganization affiliated with a much the Pacific Coast. The other 14,- sit idly by while the
Lundeberg setting up undisputed
The departments function to- NMU.
CIO arbiiarger one
and as a result had 366 are, and wish to remain, in trated away every right and gain
mastery over a bunch of cowed gether on a true industrial basis
H. D. BARTON,
their standards brought down.
the CIO.
and beaten dues payers without and when they vote to do a
they made during the strike of
Book No. 4333,
It is generally the other way
any rights, privileges or condi- thing they go as far as possible
"The statement that "It took 1934.'
around.
the dock workers" in these three
The VOICE received a $25 contribution this week from tions or a lineup with the long- In voice and pocketbook to in"A survey of 217 representative
There is no reason to believe
small ports "three years to estab- longshoremen chosen at random the stewards' department of the SS Phillipa to help cover shoremen and the CIO against sure its proper functioning.
, hat a union
100,000 strong would lish the right to bargain for themAnother thing that interests me
he
from the Seattle-Portland district the cost of mailing and wrapping. Many, many thanks, these moves-an affiliation with
weaker and unable to protect selves
a seamen's union that will be is the order in which the minutes,
under the ILA banner" is reveals an average yearly wage of
brothers, many thanks.
interests of its affiliates than
WASHINGTON, D. C.-The U.
100,000 strong and will be in a resolutions and communications
$1750.
small independent organization. erroneous.
S. maritime
commission
anconwages,
improve
to
Position
are kept. A special board in the
"They have always been in the
"In 1940 the average pay of member conditions as they were
There is every reason to beditions and the strength of the messroom is devoted to these, to- nounced last week regarding the
AFL though covered by a coast- the solidly CIO San Francisco in 1934 when their average earnlieve otherwise.
possibility of American flag vesunion immeasureably.
gether with the names of all memThere are less than 2,000 jobs wide CIO contract which brought longshoremen was $2550 per ings were $10.45 per week and
standing aloof from national bers and whether they are in good sels operating to Vladivostok that
By
on MFOW
them certain improved conditions year.
SAN FRANCISCO-An explosthey know the value of leaderit will permit only those rates
ships today. 50% of
unity and talking "independence"
hese Jobs
ion that wrecked and sank the we are helping the Ryan, Green, standing as to dues.
are firing, oiling and which they have now repudiated.
"So far from being 'domi- ship that won't sell out.
which "do not exceed a reasonable
They have a financial secretary
tending water. Therefore 1,000 Under the CTO contract they re. nated by Harry Bridges,' the
"I trust that a sense of fair Nakata Packing corporation sein Lundeberg crowd and spitting
ceive
the
right
who
takes
care
of
the
to
the
ship's
fund.
following:
embers while working cargo and
CIO constitution permits the play will induce you to publish boat Hustler July 5 near Ketchi- In the faces of our best friends
The commission said rates on
Each new member is assessed 50 traffic
onlY when working cargo after 5
"1. Pay from the time they
union to compel the retirement this letter and let these facts
from U. S. ports to the
longshoremen. We are
-the
and before
kan was, reported here last week.
cents to be paid to the financial
8 are getting any basic leave the hiring hall until they
of any officer at any time by speak for themselves."
laying the ground work for hav- secretary when the first pay day Russian port shall not exceed the
Mount of overtime that isn't be- return to It. Under the AFL
Engine backfire was given as ing our throats cut.
applicable rates established by the
Sincerely and fraternally,
the simple process of having
ing
comes.
obtained by the NMU today, pay does not start until the
far east conference and the Pacause of the blast. The Hustler
Sept. 30th is rolling around.
HELEN
LIMA,
15
percent
of
the
membership
',hien amounts to between 20 and first load is lowered into the
cific westbound conference, as
was reported beached and high If the shipowners thought that ANTI-LABOR BILLS
Secretary Local No. 38,
u dollars per
sign a petition.
month or a dollar hold.
This money is used to send effective April 30, 1941, to the
International Fishermen and dry at low tide, but there was the longshoremen weren't in a
a day.
"This has never been done be"2. Choice of the job and
and Allied Workers of no report on condition of the position to help the Firemen, they telegrams a n d communications conference base ports of Manila
Even if the NMU wasn't able to choice of hours of work. Under cause the
dock workers can recrew.
America, CIO.
would very gladly attempt to de- against anti-labor bills that the and Hongkong.

Editor of

Hegira Stewards Send
In $3.00 to Voice

Twelve Dollars Donated
By Stewards of Matsonia

Fireman Urges
Unity With NMU

Lurline Stewards Turn in
$10 to The Voice

Tells AFL Paper
Truth About CIO

Pres. Coolidge Stewards
Contribute $15 to Voice

Ten Dollars from the
Mariposa Stewards

Stewards on Phillipa
Turn in $25 to Voice

Traffic Rates to
Russia Limited

Sein Boat Hustler
Wrecked in Blast

FRANCISCO

SAN FRANCISCO

i nternational

Association of
,... M
achinists, S. F. Lodge No. 68
Every Wednesday, 8 p.m.
C onvention Hall, Labor
Temple, 16th and Capp St.
- 4thExecutive Committee, 2d and
Mondays of each month; 8
P.m.; ROOM 208, Labor Temple.
Prank De Mattel, President
_. Harry
tstiaineas Hook, E. F. Dillon,
Agents.
-s- retT W. Howard, Financial Seea:ry
VV
.
William T. Henneberry, Re......cos_______ding
Secretary.

Op

1
0

Etay

and River Bargemen
and Powerboatmen

Local 1-22, ILWU
Meetings-15t and 3rd Sundays, 10 a.m., 84 Embarcadero.
Edward Hoffman, President and
13nsiness Man a g a r; Walter
, Rart, Dispatcher GArfield 1904
Inl andboatmen's
Union
Meeting Wednesday morning
at 10
o'clock, Room 263, 24
Market Street.

-4)

International Longshoremen's
& Warehousemen's Union
Local 1-10, San Francisco
Every Monday night, Eagles
Hall, 273 Golden Gate Ave.
Henry Schmidt, President
Walter E. Bell, Recording
Secretary.
James
Agent.

Ferguson,

Business

Phil Sandin, Business Agent.

Warehousemen's Union
Local 1-6, ILWU
77 Clay Street
EUEGENE PATON, President
San Francisco
Meeting-2nd and 4th Wednesdays of each month at Scottish Rite Auditorium.

Attend Your Union Meetings.
SAN FRANCISCO

SAN FRANCISCO

HONOLULU

SAN PEDRO

PORTLAND
Int'l Longshoremen's &
Warehousemen's Union,
Local No. 1-8

SEATTLE
•
4ILWU 1-19--Seattle
Meets 1st and 3rd Thursdays
each month at 80 Pike St.
President
J. E. Doyle
Vice-President ......J. Showalter
Secretary
D. Bennett
0
•

PORTLAND, Ore.
Membership Meeting
i4
Women's Auxiliary No. 1 of the
Marine Firemen, Oilers,
Every 2nd and 4th Wednesdays
Marine Cooks and Stewards'
Maritime Federation
Watertenders' & Wipers' Ass'n
7:00 P. M.
Association of the Paciifo
SAN PEDRO
Regular meetings at Druids
Rudolph Eskovitz, Agent
V. J, Malone, Secretary.
•
and 3rd Thursdays
Meets
1st
HARMONY HALL
Temple, 44 Page St., 2nd ThursMarine Fireman, Oilers,
1
Thursday-6:00 P. M.
Thursdays at 7 p. m., 58 ComBOWL
WILMINGTON
7th and Adler
day, 2 p. m., 4th Thursday, 8
Watertenders & Wipers' Assn.
mercial St., Tel. DOuglas 5650,
819 Kaahurnanu St. Phone 3037
Ernie Baker
P. m.
John T. Mitchell L. B. Thomas
President
San F r a nc isco Dispatcher,
Honolulu, T. H.
at 6. Tel. MAin 6326, Seattle
Secy.
M. J. (Mutt) Eddy, Secy.-Treas.
Mail address: P. 0. Box 1249.
Pres.
DOuglas 7593.
Bert Coelman, Agen. Thurs.
W.
O'Keefe
Business Agent
Phone: MArket 8744.
E. Samit, president.
•
0
Marine Firemen, Oilers,
A. Haapla, recording secreMarine Fireman, Oilers, WaterMarine Cooks and Stewards' 1
Waiertender's & Wipers' Ass'n
tary.
Marine Firemen, Oilers,
tenders & Wipers' Assn.
Association of the Pacific
Warehousemen's Union, ILWU
Watertenders & Wipers Assn.
R. Jones, corresponding secThursdays, 7:00 p. mu.
Oakland
J.
Galvin,
Agent.
Thursday
at
Tuesdays,
4:00
Harris, Agent, 110 Cherry
P.
M.
Joseph
retary.
206; W. 6th St., San Pedro
7 p.m., 111 W. Burnside St.
850 E. Pratt St., Baltimore, Md.
St., Seattle. Phone ELliot 2562
Meetings 1st and 3rd Thursday
M. Clark, treasurer.
Tel. BEacon 4336, Portland,
Telephone CAlvert 2139
Telephone San Pedro 2838
of each month
Ore.
Walter B. Harris
•
0
Branch Agent
Cannery Workers & Farm
Marine Cooks and Stewards'
s>
Association of the Pacific'
Laborer's Union
Marine Cooks and Stewards'
Marine Cooks & Stewards
Local 7, UCAPAWA
Phone EX. 7440
14 Association of the Pacific
Association of the Pacific
Meets 1st and 3rd Saturday
Meeting, Every Wedneeday at IS pno
Warehousemen's Union ILWU
Thursday at 4 p. m., at 86
St. Helens, Ore., ILWU 1-68
each month at 84 Union St.,
Phone
BE.
4481
Crockett
J.
O'Connor,
Agent
Commercial street.
Seattle. Pres., T. A. Rojo; Sec.,
210 Governor Bldg.
Meets 2nd and 4th Mondays
449 Harbor Blvd., San Pedro
Meetings 1st and 3rd Tuesday
E. F. Burke, Secretary-TreasI. I. Josue; Bus. Agent, V. 0.
Archie Newbold
Jack McAllister
Eddie
Lane,
Agent
of every month.
urer.
Naves..
Telephone San Pedro 7184
President.
Secy.-rear.
•
44

ILWU 1-13

•

OAKLAND

BALTIMORE, MD.

•

CROCKETT
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•
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+ Official Marine Firemen News Section +
What 10-Point Plan Headquarters Notes
Stresses Rank and File
Nature of NMU Session Offers the MFOW

50

I.

SAN FRANCISCO.-The regular meeting of the Marine Firemen's Union at headquarters last Thursday, July 24, was called to order by Secretary V. J. Malone.

SAN FRANCISCO.-The program worked Out at the
Cleveland unity convention is the best program ever offered
the MFOW for national unity.
SAN FRANCISCO.-The convention was called to order in the CIO labor temple by to It
gives us the benefit of being se
Ralph
Rogers.
the NAM Aational organizer for the Great Lakes,
affiliated to a national union and
By WALTER 3. STACK

Marine Firemen's Delegate to NMU Convention

Besides several hundred delegates representing every type of
water transport; ships, lake
boats, river steamers, barges,
tugs and tankers, there were
twenty-nine fraternal delegates
from the Pacific coast.
Representatives were there
from the MEBA, ILWU, 1BU,
ACA, MC&S, and MFOW.
This unity convention was the
largest gathering of rank and file
delegates to ever attend a searnen's convention in the history
of America.
The press notices in all the important eastern papers reflected
the interest in which the general
public held this important meet.
log of seamen. The New York
Times assigned a special correspondent to cover it.
Life Magazine sent a corps of
photographers to do likewise for
their magazine.
The Cleveland mayor welcomed
the delegates. The governor sent
his regrets.that he was unable to
appear personally to address the
convention.
The invocation was delivered
by an outstanding churchman of
national prominence, who is the
leader of the Federation for Constitutional Liberties and very active in The American Peace
Mobilization - Reverend Owen
Knot.

the increased strength and baras not one single delegate came

to the convention drunk or appeared at the hotels drunk.
After the adjournment the
owners voted it the "soberest
convention that ever hit town."
The convention was in session
from 10 a. in. to 10 p. m. almost
daily without absentees.
Everyone paid strict attention
and most delegates took the deck
and blew their tops whenever
they chose. A high note of enthusiasm pervaded the entire proceedings of the convention.

that the unions place this pro- gaining power that goes with it.
gram before their membership for
If we accept this program, we

a vote by referendum, as a means
of strengthening the struggle of
the seamen for improved wages,
conditions, and to strengthen
their bargaining power through
a strong national organization of
the seamen.

Firemen s
Balloting

William Bailey was elected*
chairman by acclamation. Gus will be ready to
count on SaturOldenburg was elected recording day, and should
be through by
secretary by acclamation.
Tuesday or Wednesday.
The financial report for the
The permit committee elected
week ending July 23 was read. last week did not show
up and the
The following auditing committee membership should elect
another
was elected by acclamation: M. committee to go into this probMcCann, J. DerZon, H. J. Murphy. lem.
Income during the week was
Had further negotiations on the
$919.62, making the total in the question of Danish ships but
not
general treasury $3827.74.
much more has developed.
The hospital and burial fund
All war bonus proposals have
received $84.00,- making a total
been shelved until the joint
on hand of $5,402.33.
The King Ramsay Conner fund conference in Washington, 1).C.
Speaks on the question of King,
received $25.00, making a total
Ramsay and Conner, and the neof $708.00..
cessity for a continuous stream
The strike fund received
of visitors to go over there as they
$60.00, making a total of $52,are passing through a pretty
833.61.
tough period:
SECRETARY'S REPORT:
Motion and second to accept
The balloting committee has report as progress. Carried.
been assembled and is at work
Following committee elected by
checking the ballot issued and acclamation to bring in a report

on permitmen: Slaybaugh,
Namara, Lopez.

COMMUNICATIONS:
Letter from San Quentin :
ath'----"
00
:
letic association.
Motion and second to donate
$10.00. Carried.
Resolution from the SS Mari.
posa in regards to time off
ashore equivalent to t i e
worked at sea Saturday afternoons, Sundays and holidays.
............Motion and second to concur.'
Carried.
Resolution from the SS Mari- -..-.,.......-posa regarding overtime for freezer when reefer cargo is being,..
•
worked.
m oto
n and second to concur. •
Carried.
Letter from San Francisco uni-

would retain our own constitution, continue to elect our own
SAN FRANCISCO-Following
officials, negotiate our own contracts, hold on to our strike fund is the report issued July 31 by
the Marine Firemen's balloting
and have absolute autonomy.
In event of a general strike committee:
We, the duly elected coastwise
we would receive the benefit of
dollar balloting committee, hereby requarter
million
the
AFFILIATION PROGRAM
ports as follows:
strike fund of the NMU.
1. The constitution of the PO
According to the tally sheets
Even if we vote to affiliate we
MFOW&WA shall remain in
will retain our identity except received from all ports, 2546 balfull force and effect.
lots were issued. We received
2. All properties, monies, and that on the new books that would
from the post office 2,062 ballots
folbe
issued
by
the
MFOW,
the
other things of value in the
which left a total of 484 ballots
fied school district regarding a
PROMINENT GUESTS
possession of the MPOW shall lowing would be inscribed; Paciclass to enable seamen to pas.:
Among the distinguished guests remain in possession of that or. fic Coast Marine Firemen, Oilers, which were not mailed in. Forty
their examination for lifeboat
Watertenders and Wipers Associ- ballots were disqualified due to
were: Paul Robeson, internation- ganization.
tickets.
ation, affiliated to the National non-payment of (sum assessments,
ally famous Negro baritone; Len
3. The present officers of the
etc., leaving 2,022 qualified balMotion and second to post to
De Caux, editor of the C1-0 news; MFOW shall continue to serve Maritime Union.
lots to be counted. The tabulathe information of the memberReverend Owen Knox; and the under the provisions of the con- PRACTICAL PROGRAM
ship. Carried,
tion is as follows:
following international pres
At last a real practical program
stitution of that organization.
PROPOSITION NO. 1
BALLOTING:
dents: Harry Bridges; Sam Ho. Further elections of officers for unity of all seamen is near to
(Affiliation)
Brother Bailey reported that
gan, MEBA; Brother Knight, In- shall be conducted in accord- realization. The cost per member
1,530
2294 ballots were issued, and
ternational Oil Workers Union; ance with the provisions of said to the MFOW would be ten cents. Independent
SAN FRANCISCO - Friday, Monica hired a fireman and two 2062 were received from the post
CIO- NMU
472
Brother Selly, ACA; Eugene stitution.
This would mean on thirty-five
July 18: The Absaroka hired one wipers.
PROPOSITION NO. 2
office.
Burke, secretary of the MC&S;
members
$350
per
wiper, the Exporter hired two
4. The name of the MFOW hundred
The President Harrison hired
(Retiring Cards)
This means that some of the
and Captain Fox, secretary of the
per
month,
a
little
more
than
$10
oilers,
the
shall
be
the
Pacific
Point
San
Coast MaPablo hired a machinist, the Santa Monica brothers had not mailed in their
Yes
1,407
Inland Boatmen's Union.
the
whole
coast.
day
for
rine Firemen, Oilers, Watertwo oilers.
hired an electrician, the Susan ballots. Committee is makin:.
No
556
The convention conducted its tenders and Wipers Association,
The NMU spends more than
The Matsonia hired one third Olson hired a fireman and the rapid progress.
PROPOSITION NO.8
routine business which dealt affiliated to the National Mari$500 per month for its legislareefer, an oiler, three firemen and Mariposa hired a fireman and a
So far two-thirds of the ballot,
(Prohibit Loans)
with a review of the work done time Union,
tive work alone.
four wipers.
wiper.
have been checked with the file
Yes
1,448
since the last convention, and
, Our small per-capita would
The Ruth Alexander hired an
5. Each member of the MF
530
The Coast Miller hired a wiper, cards and expect to start counting
plans for the future in an exhelp defray the numerous benefits No
oiler, the Storm King hired two the Philippa
OW shall be issued a memberPROPOSITION NO. 4
hired a wiper, the not later than Monday.
peditious manner.
derived from national affiliation.
firemen., the Hawaiian Merchant Santa Monica
ship book under the terms of
I
The committee will make a
(Dues
Increase)
hired a wiper and
the
receive
Each member would
The agreements committee
hired a wiper.
the affiliation.
report on the count ttf.„ ----complete
Yes
631
and so did the Lurline.
PILOT free of charge. (The Pilot
recommended a in o n g other
The Mexican hired one water8. The MFOW will at all
the next meeting.
1,357
does not solicit ship contributions, ..No
Total jobs for day: 15.
things A fifty per cent wage inCOMMITTEES
tender, two oilers, one fireman
times cooperate mutually with
Motion and second to accept ..
PROPOSITION
NO.
5
membership
by
the
It
sustained
is
Thursday, July 24: The Ad- report as progress. Carried.
The following ten committees crease when the agreement exthe National Maritime Union of
and one wiper. The Malama took
(Shipping
Guarantee)
dues.)
miral ,Williams hired a deck enof five were elected; credentials, pires, and overtime after five
America during negotiations.
an oiler.
Report on NMU unity conven1,858
We have been spending $80 per Yes
constitution, press, shipping rules, o'clock when cargo is being
gineer, an oiler, a fireman and a tion at Cleveland by Walter J,
7. A west coast Pilot office
Total
jobs
for
day:
23.
87
month for the VOICE, which will No
item
was
given
worked.
(This
grievance and appeals, resoluwith an editor shall immediStack. (Report printed in column
Saturday, July 19: The Malama wiper.
PROPOSITION NO. 6
be saved, not to mentian at least
tions, officers and audits, agree- away by the labor spy leaderately be established at the exone of this page.)
hired an oiler, the Mexican hired
The
a
Lurline
took
wiper,
the
(Shipping
unofficially
by
the
per
month
$75
Rules)
ments, legislation, rules and the ship a few years ago.)
pense of the National Maritime
watertender and an oiler, the Ryder Hanify an oiler, the PhilipMotion by Slaybaugh, seconded,
1,686
Organizing the unorganized Union, there shall be a com- members through ship contribu- Yes
unity committee which consisted
Maui hired one machinist and one pa an oiler and the Daisey Gadsby that the report be concurred in
No
tions.
285
Of twenty-nine NMU delegates was the main theme besides the plete section of the PILOT dewatertender.
a fireman, The A. M. Baxter and the program on affiliation
We were paying ten cents per
PROPOSITION NO. 7
and twenty-nine west coast dele- necessity for unity.
voted entirely to the west coast
The Absaroka hired a wiper, hired a fireman.
be placed on the ballot, the mohundred
memseven
member
on
(Agreements)
During the convention it was news, and the secretary of the
gates.
tion to read as follows:
the Point San Pablo hired a fireFederation, Yes
Maritime
bers
to
the
Total jobs for day: 8.
1,731
that the National MFOW, will be a member of
One of the most impressive announced
"That this program on arraman.
The
Hawaiian
Merchant
which we no longer pay ($70 per No.
286
Friday, July 25: The Matioa lation be placed on the Novens.
features of this convention was Maritime Union had succeeded in
the editorial board.
hired one fireman, the President
month).
PROPOSITION
NO.
8
hired
a
watertender
and a wiper. her annual referemlimi ballot
twenty-five
the rank and file nature of all winning
thousand
S. The MFOW shall adopt
Harrison took two oilers, one fireOur affiliation could be accom(W-S Defense)
The Flying Cloud hired three of the MFOW so that every
Its actions.
dollars in back pay for members the PILOT as their official orman and one wiper,.
practically
no
addiwith
plished
Yes
948
wipers.
Between twenty and fifty dele- employed on the Great Lakes.
gan. Each member of the MF
member may have an opportune.
Total jobs for day: 12.
904
It was likewise announced that OW shall be entitled to receive tional expense. As a matter of No
gates were nominated for each
The Hawaiian Merchant hired
ity to vote upon a program
Monday,
July
21:
The
PresiPROPOSITION NO. 9
committee, card raising votes the great Texas oil fleet had been without cost a copy of each is- fact it could save us money if we
dent Harrison hired one third a fireman. The Ryder Hanify agreed upon by representatives
availed ourselves of the NMU's Yes
were then taken until all were signed up.
1,666 reefer, one deck engineer, one hired an oiler.
sue of the PILOT.
of seamen at the Cleveland
halls
their
halls
our
offer
to
make
No
voted upon. Delegates right off
The convention voted to pur296
9. The Pacific Coast MFOW
Unity Convention, so that evwatertender,
an
oiler
and
a
wiper.
The
Virginian
hired
an
oiler,
a
east.
the
the ships were the majority on chase the large Bell telephone will pay per capita of ten cents in
Respectfully submitted,
ery
member of the MFOW can
The
Maunavvill
hired
a
waterfireman
and
a
Wiper.
Our business agents and paall committees.
building on West Seventeenth and per month to the National Mari
vote
to accept or reject this
WILLIAM
BAILEY
tender
and
a
fireman.
trolmen could function out of
The Philippa hired three oilers.
Every committee report was West Street in New York City, -time Union for the benefits
No. 4457, S. F., Chinn.
The Manulani hired a fireman. The Maliko hired a wiper and an basis for national unity of seas
and
thus
save
at
those
halls
taken up seriatim.
and to build a million dollar addi- and services it will derive from
men.
GEORGE C. KARSGOR
The Memos hired three wipers. oiler.
least $150 per month in rent
Whenever a controversial issue tion to it.
Amendment by Malone, secthis affiliation.
No.
2453,
San
Pedro,
The
Philippa
hired
an
oiler,
a
and janitorial services. We
was being debated, the delegates
It was voted not to permit the
Total jobs for day: 15.
that the report and
onded,
10. The secretary of the MF
N.
J.
maintenance
man, one fireman
BASUINO
would retain Our shipping,
for and against lined up in a long strike fund to run over a quarter OW and the agents of the
be filed,
recommendation
26:
The
PhilipSaturday,
July
No.
741,
Portland.
and two wipers.
meeting, election and all other
line at the microphone. Many re- of a million dollars, but to use branches shall become members
Discussion pro and con.
pa hired three oilers, the Malik°
The
Hegira
hired
an
oiler,
the
benefit
from
FRANK
rights
and
still
BIRDSALL
ports were accepted, others re. the surplus for other reasons, of the National Council of
Vote taken on amendment.
the
No. 440, Seattle.
Hawaiian Merchant hired one hired an oiler.
this organized fraternal relaPorted, amended or referred back such as small strikes and job ac- National Maritime Union.
carried by vote of
Amendment
TheEina
hired
two
firemen.
The
fireman
and one wiper.
tionship.
to the committee.
tions, and organizing work.
33.
to
75
The Ryder Hanify hired an Independence Hall hired a waterARE YOU IN FAVOR OF THE
Our secretary would become a
Every delegate had an opAuditing ,pommittee report F.f.,
UNITY COMMITTEE
oiler, the Mexican hired an oiler. tender, three firemen, a deck enABOVE PROGRAM? YES-NO
- member of the editorial board of
portunity to get the floor on
books and stubs in order and'
gineer
and
an
oiler.
Total
A
unity
committee
of
our
business
jobs
for
day:
the
PILOT
and
22.
fifty-eight
As your representative at the
all issues. Over three hundred
recommends payment of bills.
Tuesday, July 22: The PresiThe Virginian hired an oiler
resolutions came in from the was elected, which worked dili- national maritime unity conven- agents would be members of the
Motion and second to accep
dent Harrison hired one deck en- and a fireman.
ships, instructing their dele- gently for five days on various tion, I wish to conclude with one national council of the National
report. Carried.
gineer, one fireman and a wiper.
Total jobs for day: 14.
gates on every imaginable as- aspects of national unity.
recommendation, which is: that Maritime Union.
Adjournment 9 P. M. 155 The program that was this program on affiliation be
This setup is certainly a long
The Mexican hired an oiler. The
pect of the unions affairs.
Monday, July 28: the Philippa members present.
worked out was considered so placed on the November annual way from being perfect, but it
hired an oiler and a wiper. The
SAN FRANCISCO - The Philippa hired a wiper.
OWNERS JITTERY
good by the various represents. referendum ballot of the MFOW does show a way we can get toregular meetihg of the Marine The Lurline hired five firemen, West Celeron hired two oilers
The hotel owners association tives there that assurances so that
every member may have gether. The numerous minor prob- Firemen's Union at the head- the Philippa hired a maintenance and a wiper.
met prior to the convention and were received right then and an
man, the President
hired
The Manulani hired two fireopportunity to vote upon a lems that will arise can and would quarters
local Thursday an electrician and Harrison
expressed reluctance with regard there from the secretary of the program agreed
the Georgian men, the W. R. Chamberlin hired
upon by represen- be worked out in the course of
to permitting the seamen's con- MC&S and from the secretary
night,
July
31,
was
told
132 Embarcadero, S. F.
by
hired a wiper.
tatives of seamen at the Cleve. time in the best interests of everyone fireman.
vention the use of their hotels, of the Inland Boatmen's Union, land
Secretary V. J. Malone that The Lurline hired an electri- The Flying Cloud hired an oilunity convention, so that one.
The Maritime Men's Favorite
fearing that a lot of drunken and from the secretary of the every
If we wait until a perfect solu- shipowners had been notified cian, an oiler and a wiper,
er and a fireman. The Anne HanMFOW member can vote to
rowdies would be heaving 1.11) all American Communications Asnever
will
tion
Is
worked
out
we
that
the union membership The Coast Farmer hired a fire- nifty hired a fireman. The U. S.
accept or reject this basis for naover their swanky plush rugs and sociation, that they would put
have one national union. There is had voted to open the work- man and a wiper.
tional unity of seamen.
navy tug Storm King hired four
fine upholstery in the lobbies.
•
•"'W-TrT
•
-•••-•••••••-•
this to a vote of the member,
,
I
--r-II-T
(This report accompanied the no swallowing up of the MFOW ing agreements.
The Mariposa hired an electri- firemen.
Apparently the thought of the ship as soon as they returned
The Hollywood hired an oiler
printed minutes qf the union's or any danger of management by
The meeting voted to send Ma- cian, a fireman and four wipers.,
fifty thousand dollars the sea- to the coast.
meeting, July 24. For action on remote control.
lone to Washington, D. C., to atThe Manulani hired two fire- and the Jane Christensen hired a
men would spend in town overThe following program was Stack's recommendation, see minIf you are for one national tend the bonus conference
wiper.
men.
this
came their fears and one of the worked out by the unity commitutes in column headed "Head- union of seamen, you will sup- month with the U. S. maritime
Total jobs for (lay: 17.
Total Jobs for day: 25.
PIER 23
finest hotels in town was made tee and adopted by unanimous
port the plan to place this ten- commission and the
Tuesday, July 29: The Admiral
quarters Notes.")
Wednesday, July 23: The Maridepartment
of
convention headquarters.
vote of the convention.
Italian Restaurant
point program for unity on the Commerce.
posa hired an electrician, the lair- Y. S. Williams hired two oilers and
Their fears were unfounded
The convention recommended
NEW YORK.-In 'spite of re- annual ballot for officers in
The meeting also voted, on line took an electrician, the Santa two firemen.
cent wage increases in some in- November.
The Malik° hired two waterrecommendation of the secreRank and file committee for tary, to
dustries the income of the workgive any strike-clear
permit man with firemen's, oil- tenders and two oilers. The Philing population has lagged far be- national unity,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWman in the engine department of
er's or watertender's rating on ippa hired a fireman and the
hind the increase in production
FRANK McNAMARA
a tanker or transport or any
his certificate a full book in the Pennsylvania hired a fireman.
On a brand new Sealy Innersince the war began, Labor ReTotal jobs for day: 11.
I. E. SLAYBAUGH
union.
spring Mattress. You won't find
Labor's Watchmaker
620 Hearst Bldg., Third and
search Association reports in its
JAMES DOOLEY
a better mattress in higher
WATCHES-JEWELRY
This action was taken because
Patronize the
July (1941) Labor Notes.
Market-San Francisco
REPAIRS
priced hotels. The Alpine with
WALTER
J.
BINGO
STACK
REMEMBER
many
men
have
left
the
industry,
1095
Market
St.
Room 419
200 rooms is constantly being
Business Phone Residence Phone
-InCoy.
7th
causing
a
shortage
of
men.
It
Grant
Bldg.
GArfield 6353
EVergreen 6114
improved for your comfort.
HE 7169
"TYPEWRITERS"
ALASKA?
was explained that virtually all
For Lunch
SAN FRANCISCO
Plenty steam heat and hot waDAIRY LUNCH
MI1111.1.11111111......6
Rented 3 mo. $5, free tables, all
the wipers sailing now are perter, spacious rooms.

0

Howz Shippun?

To Open
Contract

HARBOR HOTEL

SPEED LUNCH

PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY, S. F.

FRANK ORWITZ

Warren K

Sleep Like a Log

Billings

GRAND

makes, models sold
Service and repairs.

JOHN A. FOLEY

Gladstein,
Grossman,
Margolis
and Sawyer

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW
AND
PROCTOR-IN -ADMIRALTY

1224 Hearst Bldg. SU. 7050
San Francisco

Phone EX, 2323.

2081 Mission Street
Phones: UNderhill 3938-9

EVANS HOTEL

imparters of Wei-Pao Products
100 Sacramento St.

Phone HErnlock 9207
Prank P. Walcott, Bldg. Supt.

I

Attorneys for ILWU 1-6, 1-10

800 Mills Bld •

[

Albert Michelson
Attorney-at-Law

Attorney for Pacific Coast Marine
Firemen, Oilers, Watertenders
and Wipers Association
1650 Russ Bldg.
Slitter 3866

San Francisco, Calif.

$1.00 MAXIMUM CHARGE on any direct
non-stop point-to-point trip in San Francisco
"A Union Driver Owns the Cab"

Luxor Cabs
ORdway 4040

WITH

A

•
"Where your credit was
good during the strike"

Rooms $1.50 Mo. up

World War Veteran
ILWU, 1-10's Florist
100%, UNION

SMILE

at

3 Market St.- 14 Embarcadero

San Francisco

San Francisco, Cali?

Pacific Trading Co.

273 Golden Gate Ave.

304 Davis

195 Holliday Ave.

OTTO'S FLORIST

COMPLIMENTS OF. •

Auditorium and Halls
100% UNION

Ferdinand Coffee
Shop

Cooking facilities
Clean - Sunny
Hot Water-Showers

ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW

EA LE'S BU LDING

mo.

BELL TYPEWRITER CO.

SERVICE

•

$3 per

23 Years 100% Union

4

p

ki

MARIN HOTEL. & RESTAURANT

FOR CLEAN, COMFORTABLE ROOM AND BEST MEALS

146

EMBARCADERO --- 148

SCOTTISH1
RITE

1

MEETING
Temple Association4
1290 Sutter St.

49.arArAvArarAvArawouraurarigerAIKAMEIWAdvAndrArAminimmorAIP

All Types of Dentistry on a LIBERAL CREDIT Plan
Extractions-Gas Given-Novocain ... X-Ray
Transparent Plates
.
DR. F. MARQUEZ
DR. 0. D. FROST
DR. G. F. QUINNE
DENTISTS
883 MARKET STREET

2447 MISSION STREET
Cor. Fifth St., Opp. Powell
Between 20th and 21st Sta.
Telephone DOuglas 6086
Telephone ATwater 2673
SAN FRANCISCO

24th St., Near Potrero
VA. 9911
Bob ''Bingo" Jimlnez
AL-...._

Women's Auxiliary No. 1
To the Maritime Federation
Druids Temple, 44 Page St.
• 2nd Thursday, 2 P. M.
4th Thursday,8 P. M.
P. 0. Box 1249

rtdKIP2rdrdrIP'ArAlrAP2PrArAIPPAIWMIMAIAEdlgdrdPrIIIWAIIAVAPN
COME TO THE

and men in other classifications.
The meeting heard a report of
the balloting committee and accepted the report.
The members fined a brother
$25 and put him on probation for
one year for hocking his union
book.

BINGO'S11

Phone DElaware 6115

89 Broadway
San Francisco

A Joe Says:

mit men as are a number of oilers

Cooperative
Dairy
Lunch

•

4

1HALLS

4

Suitable for Unions,
Lodges and Affairs
4
4
ORdway 1636 41

San Francisco
•
WONDERFUL BOX
LUNCH INCLUDES
THREE (3) 3ANDWICHES
PIE, CAKE AND FRUIT

ONLY 25 CENTS

ALWAYS OPEN

$3.00 Wk. up

ALPINE HOTEL
480 Pine, Cor. Kearny

San Francisco
NEW TRANSPARENT MATERIAL

Two Blocks to Union Halls

HOTEL ALBERS
Comfort, Cleanliness, Showers,
Tub Baths and Elevator Service
RATES: 35c Per Day
$2.00 to $4.00 Per Week
46 Jackson Street. San Francisco
[25 Years of Famous Service

MARKET ST.

50c Day

0. B. OLSEN'S
RESTAURANT-TAVERN

98 Embarcadero, S. F.
ILWU Supporter
Women's Auxiliary No. 2 of the
Maritime Federation of the
Pacific
Regular Meetings at Odd
Fellow's Hall, 410 11th St.
1st Wednesday-2 P. M.
3rd Wednesday-8 P. M.
President-C. McGuire
Vice-President-E. Estes
Secretary-L. Carter
Treasurer-V. A.cquilina

Used by dental profession. Lightweight, comfortable. Help restore
natural expression. Ready same day
if necessary.

CREDIT
A Year to Pay-No Interest
Reasonable Fees
MARE
YOUR
OWN
TERMS

GAS-NOVOCAIN
EXTRACTIONS
Fillings • Bridgework

ONE-DAY SERVICE

1208 Market at 8th
San Francisco
OTHER OFFICES
BURLING A 31 E
PALO ALTO
SANTA ROSA
SACRAMENTO
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MCS, NMU Move Jointly
Demand Wage Boosts
SAN FRANCISCO.—MCS Secretary Burke received word this week from Ferdinand
discus.mith, national secretary of the National Maritime Union, that the NMU is opening
coast.
sions for revisions of their present agreement with the shipowners on the east
Brother Smith stated in his let-.
being raked in by the shipowners
:c• that we may be guided accord- membership present.
ingly that "We would recommend
He stated in part, that "The in the form of better wages, more
hat you do likewise in connection Marine Cooks and Stewards As- bonuses, and a higher rate of
With your agreement and keep us sociation of the Pacific coast overtime.
There are also many ,ore
:dvised between July. 31 and Au- will not open up the present
spots in the present agreement
gust 15 as to any developments. agreement that now exists bethat can be ironed out with a
Marine Cooks and
"We, in turn, will keep you tween the
proper meeting—if the shipAssociation of the Paadvised of what transpires here. Stewards
owners are sincere in their
cilfc coast and the Paciifc
statements that they want har"One of the Items which we
American Shipowners Associahope to have corrected in the
mony end smooth running relation but we are desirous of
tions with the unions.
agreement is the differentials
opening discussions for revision
There are many others in addiexisting between the stewards'
and clarification of pertain secdivision provisions in our agreetions of the present agreement. tion to the above that will be
meat and yours. We also hope,
.41
We also wish to take up the listed later for a thorough study
If possible, to obtain uniform
question of wage revision as per of the membership.
By not opening the agreements
agreements."
agreement."
can maintain what we have
we
both
on
action
joint
this
By
headquarAt Thursday night's
very possibly make many imand
between
co-operatiort
coasts—full
ters' meeting (July 31) Brother
provements in the working con• :urke read his letter to the Pa- the NMU and the MC&S, we
ditions in addition to getting a
cific American Shipowners which, should be able to get at least part
boost in wages.
profits
big
the
of
share
our
just
of
the
Was unanimously approved by

Highlights From Marine
Cooks Headquarters

Urge 'Yes' Votes

al°

MCS Convention Unity
Program on Ballot
SAN FRANCISCO—Following iso copy of the proposed ballot worked out by MCS
delegates at the Cleveland unity convention to be voted on by members of the Marine
Cooks and Stewards on the question of affiliation with the National Maritime Union'.
The ballot was read at the membership meeting here July 24.and attached to the
minutes of the meeting for that night.

...
Secretary Burke and Assistant Secretary Jack O'Donnell urge favorable MCS action on 10-point national unity
program.

Agreement Up
To Secretary
SAN FRANCISCO.—The following announcement was
made this week at the headquarters of the Marine Cooks
and Stewards Association:
Tabulation of votes on the question of whether we
should open the agreements this autumn or not, or
whether in view of the rapidly shifting economic conditions, it should be left up to the recommendation of the
secretary when the time arrives, showed that it was
nearly three to one in favor of leaving the matter up to
the secretary's recommendation.
A complete report on the number of ballots for and
against will be published shortly in the PILOT.

The Marine Cooks and Stewards of the Pacific, CIO, shall affiliate with the
National Maritime Union of America, CIO, under the following terms and conditions:
1. The constitution of the Marine Cooks and StewaAs Association of the
Pacific shall remain in full force and effect.
2. All properties, monies and other things of value in the possession of the •
Marine Cooks and Stewards Association of the Pacific shall remain in the possession
of that organization.
3. The present officers of the Marine Cooks and Stewards Association of the
Pacific shall continue to serve under the provisions of the constitution of that organ'.
zation. Further elections of officers shall be conducted in accordance with the pro.
visions of said constitution.
4. The name of the Marine Cooks and Stewards of the Pacific shall be Marine
.Cooks and Stewards Association of the Pacific, affiliated to the National Maritime
Union.
5. Each member of the Marine Cooks and Stewards Association shall be issued .
a membership book under the terms of this affiliation.
6. The Marine Cooks and Stewards Association of the Pacific will at all times co-.
operate mutually with the National Maritime Union of America during negotiations.
7. A West coast PILOT office with an editor shall be immediately established at
the expense of the National Maritime Union. There shall be a complete section in
the PILOT devoted entirely to west coast news, and the secretary of the Marine
Cooks and Stewards of the Pacific will be a member of the editorial board.
8. The Marine Cooks and Stewards Association of the Pacific shall adopt the
PILOT as their official organ. Each member of the Marine Cooks and Stewards shall .
be entitled to receive without cost a copy of each issue of the PILOT.
9. The Marine Cooks and Stewards will pay per capita of 10 cents per month to
the National Maritime Union for the benefits and services it will derive from this
affiliation.
10. The secretary of the Marine Cooks and Stewards of the Pacific, and the
agents of the branches, shall become members of the National Council of the Naitional Maritime Union.

Cooks and Stewards was
SAN FRANCISCO.—The regular meeting of the Marine
Secretary Jack O'Donnell. Brother
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by
17,
July
Thursday,
order
called to
sergeant-at-arms.
enkins was elected chairman and Brother Trueitt appointed
.
Minutes of previous meeting
,were read. Moved, seconded and report and discharge the commit- be elected by acclamation.
Meeting adjourned at 5:40
tee with a vote of thanks.
carried to accept as read.
Seattle and Honolulu minutes p.m., approximately 150 members
ASST. SECRETARY'S REPORT
Brother O'Donnell reported on wer read. MSC to accept. No quor- present at one time.
--•SAN FRANCISCO—The meettwo letters he had been instructed um in Portland or San Pedro.
SAN FRANCISCO—Time followSalvage money is due the fol- ing of the Marine Cooks and Stewby the last meeting to write, one
MSC that we set up a com- lowing members of the President ards Thursday, July 31, elected ing brothers of the Marine Cooks
on the question of Brother Tal- mittee to arrange educational Monroe in the case of the S.S. Brother Richard Kurz as a deleand Stewards were in the U. S.
cove asking for a retrial, and the forums along the lines of for- Triumfo 10-2-39:
gate to attend the forthcoming marine hospital here for the week
'.ther on the financial report of ums that have been held in the
H. Bergman, No. 1654, butcher; P. state conference of the California ending July 19:
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824; Manzer, F., 2421; Nicholson, F.,
SAN FRANCISCO—E. F. Burke, secretary of the Marine Cooks and Stewerds, had
messman; H. Steiner, messman; S. 100 per cent ,it was announced, 154; Modin, David, 2135; Taylor, W. S.,
hat in the case of Brother O'Neill Boyles 2055, Jenkins 785.
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etter, and in the case of Brother was nominated: J. E. Oliver 399, 1357,
R. Bostick, No. 2342, wise move at this time, with pend- 655; Ellis, H., 536; Brooking, R. 2058;
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•
2452,
Fallowing is a report of his reHugo,
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1375:
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Snow,
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scullion; V. Santiago, scullion.
nfinished business on his request serve as alternates: S. Aramendes
Rome, Geo., 878; Nelson, V. E., 354; of the regular headquarters meet- MIS1C to accept the report and a practical, workable means of
A full report of the delegate Paseeky, Steve, 1028; Hyland, Chas, ing July 24:
The above brothers should conconcur in the recommendations, achieving this end. The recom705, E. Hari 1970, F. McGurk
for retrial.
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REPORTS
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autonomy and constitution.
success and a credit to the NMU.
Revels Cayton, who served as
and the delegates would be reI failed to state that the entire 'It was inspiring to see the en- a delegate to the recent National
In fact, we maintain our pres.
turning in the next day or two
proceedings were a revelatiOn thusiasm shown by the delegates. Maritime • Union convention at • ent status and unify our poi& •
and we should have a complete
to me.
- report on the convention by
They impressed me as men who Cleveland, wholeheartedly rec- tion with one of the strongest
One thing, we west coast broth- had. come to do a job and were ommended that the Marine Cooks and most effective unions in
next meeting.
and Stewards affiliate with the the United States.
ers have not yet seen in practical anxious to do a good one.
The President Coolidge sailed
NMU.
By this affiliation we 'gain the
and realistic demonstration and
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The manager of the hotel
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been
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groups.
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To a member of the NMU it is
contrast with the usual coast delegates in recommending
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problems are one and a fireman
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what
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... with the
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operators
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members.
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Questions and Answers on National Unity Ballot

lomi•••1
:

'Will Affiliation Save the MCS Money? Will It Mean Greater Bargaining Power?'
SAN FRANCISCO.
Issues arising as a result
of t he proposed referendum ballot on national affiliation of the Marine
Cooks, are explained in the
following series gf questions and answers approved for publication in the
VOICE by MCS Secretary
Gene Burke:
QUESTION: Will the
constitution of the Marine
Cooks and Stewards be
changed as a result of this
affiliation?
ANSWER: No. The constitution, as stated in the
first point on the ballot,
will remain in full force
and effect.
QUESTION: Will the
properties, money and the
strike fund of our union
still belong to the members
of the Marine Cooks and
Stewards?
ANSWER: Yes. The second point on the ballot is
that the Marine Cooks and
stewards will remain in full
possession of all of its
moneys, properties and the
strike fund.
QUESTION: Will the
present officers of the Marine Cooks and Stewards
remain in office? And will
future election of officers
be conducted in the same
way as they have been in
the past?
ANSWER: Of course. All
officers will remain just as
they are. In addition, the
ballot further states that
all future elections will be
conducted in just the same
way as they have been in

the past. It should be remembered that on this
point the ballot definitely
states "further elections of
officers shall be conducted
in accordance with the provisions of said (MC&S)
constitution."
QUESTION: Under the
the affiliation to the NMU
next point, the name of the
organization comes up.
Would the Marine Cooks
and Stewards Association
keep its name?
ANSWER: Yes. The Marine Cooks and Stewards
name will remain the same.
There will be an addition,
however, to the name
which would be "Affiliated
to the National Maritime
Union of America."
QUESTION: How would
the affilation to the NMU
be shown in the book of
the MCS.
ANSWER: The members
of the MCS would retain
their present book and the
secretary of the union
would be responsible to see
that a stamp of affiliation
to the NMU would be placed on their book.
QUESTION: In just
what way would our organization be affected by
clause No. 6 which states:
"The Marine Cooks and
Stewards will cooperate
mutually with the National
Maritime Union during negotiations."
ANSWER: This means
that the Marine Cooks &
Stewards will negotiate its
agreements just as they
have in the past but during

Delegates Back
Unity Program

important negotiations a
representative of the National Maritime Union
would sit in with our committee so as to give our
negotiators the full support and backing of the
east coast seamen. This
NMU representative would
also help to coordinate our
negotiations with that of
the NMU so that whenever
possible a joint program of
action could be worked out.
On the other hand, the officials of our organization
would cooperate in the same
way with the NMU in their
negotiations.
QUESTION: In regard
to points 7 & 8 in the terms
of the referendum will the
Marine Cooks & Stewards
have an official paper that
will enable the union to
keep its members well informed as well as to give
the membership an opportunity to express their
opinions on various matters.
ANSWER: These 2 sections provide for a full section of the PILOT to be devoted exclusively to official
Marine Cooks & Stewards
news, shipping information,
news from ships' crews,
photographs of crews, rank
and file letters, etc. In addition to this, there will be
the general news pertaining to the problems of the
seamen on a national scale,
the labor movement as a
whole and information
about the east coast seamen to be found in the
other pages gf the paper.
QUESTION: Will the

members of the Marine
Cooks & Stewards be assured that the west coast
section of the PILOT will
be run in accordance with
their will and wishes.
ANSWER:The executive
secretary of the Marine
Cooks & Stewards would
be a member of the national editorial board of the
PILOT. In this case it
Would be Secretary E. F.
Burke, who would directly
oversee the news and policy pertaining to the Marine Cooks & Stewards.
Question: Who will finance the offices and editor
of the west coast office of
the PILOT?
ANSWER: The west
coast offices of the PILOT
and editor will be maintained at the expense of the,
National Maritime Union
as part of the return service for affiliation fees (see
per capita tax under point
9).
QUESTION: Will all the
members of the Marine
Cooks & Stewards be given
a free copy of the PILOT
each week and is it true
that there will be no necessity for collections aboard
the ships to maintain the
PILOT?
ANSWER: Yes, each
member of the Marine
Cooks & Stewards will receive a copy each week
without cost to himself or
to the Cooks & Stewards
union.
The papers will be sent
through the mail to each
ship, regardless of where
It is, as well as bundle or-

Coast to Coast

ders to the various branches so that the members
ashore will also be able to
receive their copies. There
will be no need for collections aboard ships to help
finance this heavy expenditure inasmuch as it will be
covered by the affiliation
fee (see point 9).
QUESTION: In reference to point 9 on the ballot, just what is to be the
per-capita payment to the
National Maritime Union?
ANSWER: The per cap,ita payment to the National Maritime Union is to be
10 cents per member. This
means that our per-capita
tax would not be increased
from that which it has
been for the past six years,
inasmuch as the same amount was paid to the Maritime Federation of the Pacific.
QUESTION: Will the
Marine Cooks & Stewards
by affiliating to the National Maritime Union reduce their current expenses?
ANSWER: Yes, it certainly will. At the present
time the Marine Cooks &
Stewards are paying to the
Voice of the Federation
$150.00 per month for the
VOICES for headquarters
and the branches which
amounts to $1,800.00 per
year. Besides this the members of the MC&S on the
ships have sent donations
to the VOICE of approximately $1,500.00 in the
last year. This means that
in the last year the Marine
Cooks and Stewards have

expended $3,300.00. If the
affiliation is accepted by
the membership it, would
mean that the treasury of
the union would be $1,800
richer each year and that
the members who have constantly been donating to
the VOICE would have a
saving of $1,500.00 per
year.
QUESTION: What benefits will the Marine Cooks
get in return for this percapita payment?
ANSWER: The NMU
has agreed that it will in
return for this per-capita
payment do the following
in behalf of the Marine
Cooks and Stewards:
First: The NMU will establish immediately at its
own expense a west coast
office of the PILOT with
an editor for the purpose of
writing our section of the
PILOT.
Second: Each member
of the Marine Cooks' will
be furnished with a copy of
the PILOT each week. The
papers will be mailed to the
ships and there will be
bundles sent to the branches for the members who
are ashore.
Third: The Marine Cooks
and Stewards will receive
the support and backing of
an industrial union of 65,000 members which will increase our bargainnig power for better agreements as
well as enable us to defend
the jurisdiction and rights
of our organization.
Fourth: Such a move
would place the Marine
Cooks and Stewards in a
real position of leadership

and prestige among the
west coast seamen, as we
would be the foremost union in the fight for the
building of one national industrial union among the
seamen.
QUESTION: What is the
national council of the
National Maritime Union
and in what way will the
Marine Cooks & Stewards
be represented on that
body.
ANSWER: The national
council is the highest body
of the National Maritime
Union and is elected by the
rank and file of that organization. The secretary
of the Marine Cooks and
Stewards and all the
agents itould automatically become members of the
national council with full
voice and vote.
QUESTION: What will
the effect be of having our
secretary and agents sitting on the national council
of the National Maritime
, Union?
ANSWER: With our
ranking officials seated on
the national council, it will
be possible for the council
to work out one united policy on matters affecting
the seamen on both coasts.
For example, one national
policy could be established
on getting larger war bonuses from the shipowners.
A program of joint national action in fighting
against adverse legislation
such as the Dirksen bill,
etc., could be more effectively carried through. A
militant program of action
could force the employers

to share some of their
soaring war profits by increasing wages, shortening hours and bettering the
conditions of the seamen
could be established. It
would enable the seamen
to have the type of national connections that would
be able to meet the attacks of the shipowners
who are organized quite
well on a national scale.
QUESTION: Would the
national council have jurisdiction and authority over
the affairs of the Marine
Cooks & Stewards?
ANSWER: No. The purpose of the national council insofar as the Marine
Cooks & Stewards is concetned would be to mutually work out problems and
map program on questions
affecting the seamen on a
national scale.
QUESTION: Is there
any danger of losing any
of our working conditions
or of weakening our hiring
hall set-up by making such
an •affiliation?
ANSWER: No. Our contracts will be in no way
affected and will remain
under the name of the Marine Cooks & Stewards. Our
methods of hiring and dispatching, as stipulated under contract, will continue
just as they have in the
Past. On the other hand,
such an affiliation will lay
the basis for strengthening the National Maritime
Union and the Marine
Cooks & Stewards to such
an extent that we will begin working to improve our
present contracts.

MCS Officials Appraise 10-Point
Seamen's National Unity Program
SAN FRANCISCO—Comments of leading officials of the Marine Cooks and Stewards on the 10-point national unity
• program worked out at the recent Cleveland seamen's convention, follow:
4>

SAN FRANCISCO — During the National Maritime
Union unity convention the delegates from the Marine Cooks
and Stewards Association held three meetings to discuss the
unity convention as it concerned their organization.

Reardin
the proposal of afAm opposed to affiliation to time Union the membership should
filiation with the National Mari- benefits we have derived from
NMU without other west coast we aware of the activties and ob
The last meeting was held in.
time Union of America, it is my unions.
Therefore, I can only express unions taking same action. Rec- vious plans of Lundeberg's SITS,
the Hollendon hotel at which time without concentrated action on all
firm conviction that under our
the 10-point program of affiliation our parts.
charter issued by the Congress of the sentiment that the stronger ommend full cooperation during to disrupt our union and raid itS
was taken up point by point and
Industrial Organizations, In which the union and the stronger the af- negotiations as best solution to jurisdiction..
JOHN R. AGNEW
thoroughly discussed.
The SIU is now trying to orthe requirements are that the filiation, the better protection we. problem.
797, MC&S, Delegate,
At the conclusion of the meetganize the Cooks and Stewards
BILL LONERGAN,
Marine Cooks' and Stewards' As- as union men will have to mainPresident Hayes.
ing a vote was taken and it was
Patrolman, Portland. on board all west coast tankers
sociation establish an industrial tain our gains and to make furcarried unanimously to endorse
and if they are successful there
Impossible to tell at NMU unity
union and as at the present time ther gains in the future.
As
a
delegate to the national will be an organized base of
On that basis, I recommend to
the 10-point program on affilia- convention what department delewe are still a craft union, that by
unity convention I can truthfuly AFL Cooks' and Stewards' on
tion and to recommend it favor- gates represented. Real democracy
affiliation with the National Mari- the membership at Itirge the
say that such unity of expression this coast which will directly
ably to the Marine Cooks and in action.
time Union of America, CIO, we adoption of the unity program.
Stewards membership.
JOSEPH HARRIS, of a progressive program, as was challenge and threaten the juriswill become part of an industrial
THOMAS McLEAN,
The Marine Cooks and StewAgent, Seattle. displayed by the west coast dele- diction of our organization.
organization, thus establishing an
2607, MC&S, Delegate,
gates in drawing up of the 10ards spokesmen then stated first
In the northwest a small grou
industrial set-up.
President Coolidge.
With the utmost caution and re- point proposed ballot, was done of AFL longshoremen are working
to the unity committee and then
Aside from our obligation, in
serve I have studied the proceed- for the best interests of the Mar- overtime in their efforts to dig
to the convention as a whole that This NMU unity convention is
my opinion, it has a tendency to ings and
proposed ballot from the ine Cooks & Stewards, in further- rupt the coastwise agreements of
the proposed ballot on affiliation something I have been looking for
strengthen our bargaining pow- Cleveland
ing unity, combatting the shipunity convention.
had been endorsed unanimously by through three unions and 12 years
the CIO International Longshoreer due to the fact that we have
On the ballot which we will owners in future negotiations and men's and Warehousemen's Union.
their meeting.
of sea-going. I pledge to work for
the full support of the National vote I have talked with
the ma- consolidating our strength on the The AFL up and down the coast
The below-listed statements are the goal of one union for all seaMaritime Union.
jority of the delegates that at- anti-union legislative front and I has hopes of moving in and raid
the sentiments of as many of the men.
The proposal as submitted by tended and
I have tried to raise further urge all members to vote in g
Marine Cooks and Stewards delethe CIO maritime unions
EARL PAYNE,
our delegates to the convention of objections to the proposal
to af- favorably on this ballot.
gates as could be reached on the
wherever possible and they in my
1209, MC&S Delegate,
the
National
Maritime Union of filiate with the National Maritime
proposition
The
Joe
is
clear
Curran,
so
NMU president and national CIO vice America,
question of the affiliation ballot:
opinion have their eyes directe
Monterey.
CIO, lend which was also Union.
that I feel all sincere members
president, and Gene Burke, Marine Cooks secretary, sym- approved
towards the Marine Cooks' and
I can conscientiously recommend
joint
in
a
committee
and
Every question raised against it will go for it once they have Stewards', too.
I believe the NMU unity con- bolize national unity of seamen by
that the Marine Cooks and Stewshaking hands at re- later approved by the convention, has
a straightforward answer and full information and facts.
By voting yes on affiliation to
ards Association affiliate with the vention was a great thing for cent NMU national unity convention in Cleveland. Burke, is practically the same as the conevery objection I have heard has
This issue should dispense all the NMU we would put an imNational Maritime Union, as per unity. I strongly recommend that speaking to MCS members, urges approval of
ditions the Marine Cooks' and been based
10-p
oint
on either misinforma- doubt in the minds of those few mediate damper on the forces o
the terms and conditions proposed the MCS of the Pacific affiliate unity program.
Stewards' Association were under tion or insincerity. I
believe the who are still wavering on the the AFL who have these fine ideas
by the unity committee at Cleve- to the NMU.
when affiliated with the Interna- proposed move is timely,
neces- proverbial fence.
J. RANDALL,
about moving in on our jurisdic
land. It is my firm belief that
toward the promotion of industrial
tional Seamen's Union of America. sary, constructive
wise.
and
Con1257, MC&S, Delegate,
EDDIE LANE, tion, for we would be enlisting the
such an affiliation would be in the
unionism on the Pa.ciifc coast.
Therefore, there should be no sidering nothing
but the welfare
Portland Agent. support and backing of 65,000 seaPresident Monroe.
best interests of our organization.
good reason why we should not and interests of
E. TANGEN,
our members, and
organized into the most pow820,
MC&S,
affiliate
E. F. BURKE,
with the National Mari- keeping only in mind our own
Delegate,
The Marine Cooks & Stewards' men,
I hope that the MC&S does not
erful maritime union, to help us
time Union a3 in union there is growth and security,
Seattle Branch.
Secretary, Marine Cooks and
Union
progressive
most
lose any time in endorsing the
the
oris
I recommend
maintain our jurisdiction and or
strength.
SLewards Association.
program of the NMU national
acceptance of the proposal without ganization among the unlicensed ganization.
The historical action and prounity convention.
E. F. BURKE
the slightest distrust or hesitation. seamen on the west coast because
gressive steps taken by the NMU
One of the most interesting,
The terms that are proposed
Secretary, Marine Cooks and
ARTHUR NORWOOD,
toward national unity in the mariFRANK McCORMICK, our organiaztion has consistently for affiliation are such that our
educational and democratic conSAN
FRANCISCO
—
followed
progressive
the
Stewards'
policies
AnnounceAssociation.
Delegate, SS President Taft.
2nd Patrolman, Headquarters.
time industry has the whole-heart- ment
ventions I have ever attended. I
name, autonomy, contracts and
that an army officer was
of the Congress of Industrial Ored and sincere support of all west
jurisdiction will remain inonly wish that all members of my
our
Under the terms and conditions
highly pleased with the conduct of
Such unity of purpose in exI am in favor of unity but I sin- ganizations.
MC&S had been able to attend and pression of a progressive program, coast delegates and provides the the crew
tact, and at the same time we
highlighted a meeting of of the proposed affiliation with cerely feel that this 10-point proSo, as the most progressive
see the machinery of the NMU such democracy as displayed, and necessary incentive and impetus the Marine Cooks
will line up with a powerful supand Stewards the National Maritime Union, we gram means the complete engulf- union, it is our job to take the
in action.
porting organization which will
such a conspicuous lack of craft for all delegates to strive for com- aboard the President Pierce July would not be required to give up ment and destruction of the Ma- first steps toward the building
be our ally, not only on the ecoany of our present autonomy, Our rine Cooks' and Stewards' Assn. of a national organization of
division, as was observed in the plete national unity with one union 26.
NORMAN POGUE,
nomic front but on the legislathird biennial convention of the for all brothers in the maritime
1137, MC&S Delegate,
George Benevides, who served organization would carry on in the It appears to me like another well seamen.
National Maritime Union, held in industry.
as secretary at the meeting, re- same manner that we have in the caucused party maneuver.
seven freighters.
This is true because the sailors, tive field as well.
CLAYTON BECK,
Cleveland, can't help but realize
ported that Delegate Morrison past.
W. A. BARNES, under the vicious machine of Lun- I strongly urge a YES vote fo
A grand convention, also a great the goal of all American seamen. 2056, MC&S, Delegate, Lurline.
We would gain the economic
learned of the attitude of the
1st
Patrolman, Seattle. deberg, w h o testified against affiliation.
Move toward unity between the One big industrial union
and political power of 65,000 seafor all
Because of the fact that the Harry Bridges, have been hog-tied
I had come to the NMU con- army officer, Colonel Sharpe.
HUGH BRYSON
east and west.
seamen. The wish of this observer vention
Colonel Sharpe, in command men, which is so necessary at this anti-labor forces are strongly to the reactionary and corrupt Dispatcher, San Francisco.
with a completely open
is that if more MCS and other
C. L. WHEELER,
time.
of
a group of troops .being
united in their attack against the policies of Bill Green's American
mind and to be frank I with that
MC&S Delegate,
I heartily endorse this affilia- maritime
union seamen could have seen the I
workers it is absolutely Federation of Labor.
had a prior knowledge as to transport,ed by the ship, gave
NEW YORK—The steamshi
San Pedro Branch.
tion as a step toward national essential
National Maritime Union in ac- what
The Firemen, due to misinfor- Santa Elise, a C-2 cargo vessel
that we also be strongly
it was really all about. Dur- the crew in general a splendid
unity
among
all
tion, it would have dispensed all ing
seamen,
and
recrecommendation.
It was expectunited to ward off this attack mation, are sitting on the side built by the Federal Shipbuildin,
this convention I really have
/t goes without saying this conommend a yes vote on the ballot.
doubts in the minds of those few had
lines wrapped in a false blanket and Dry Dock company, was dethat is being made against us.
a unionized education as to ed that his recommendation
vention marks a milestone in the
who are still wavering on the proJACK O'DONNELL,
I honestly believe that the pro- of independence—they are neither livered to the Grace line in New
things that I was particularly would be sent on to Washingmaritime industry but for myself
verbial fence.
Asst. Secretary, Marine Cooks' posed affiliation of the MC&S and fish nor fowl.
ignorant about. Many thanks to ton.
I am looking forward to the day
York last week.
aril Stewards' Association.
STOWAWAYS
So it should be clear that if
EDDIE LANE,
the National Maritime Union is
the members for this privilege.
when we can all be one big union
1201,
MCS, Portland Agent.
Another matter before the memin fact as well as in name.
I sincerely believe that any true, thy best and most logical step to- any progress is to be made by the
RAY ALDRICH,
bership was the question of stow- honest seaman will believe
MC&S Delegate, Lurline.
as I wards achieving the purpose of seamen on this coast for consoliV. R. FERRIS,
I thought I knew something
aways. It was decided that any do that it is a vital necessity to consolidating our forces to ward dating their position before the at667, MC&S Delegate, Mariposa.
about unionism but after being at
It is growing increasingly ap- action of the captain in putting protect our union and
tacks that are being made against
its present off this attack against us.
The overwhelming elimination of this great rank and file, and parent that one national industrial stowaways to work and paying
us, the Marine Cooks & Stewards
conditions.
democratic
CHAS.
NICHOLS,
convention,
I
received union is the only way that the them anything less than is paid to
talk about stewards, sailors and
will have to lead the way.
The
strong
Maritime
Federation,
an
Patrolman,
2nd
Seattle.
education.
I heartily recom- American seamen
black gang, draws me completely
will be able to union members would defeat through which we made most of
I say, let the Marine Cooks &
mend
that all seamen on both cope
for affiliation to a union who got
SAN FRANCISCO—The
with the many problems that union principles.
After making a true study of Stewards continue the lead as
our gains ,is no longer. Because it
everyone to see that they are all coasts adopt the unity proposal confront them.
regular meeting of
At a meeting at sea June 9 the was gradually
next
proposals
submitted
the
by
delethey have in the past.
disintegrating and
offered by this convention.
seamen in such a short time.
The Marine Cooks and Stew- members were instructed to watch had lost its effectiveness,
the Marine Cooks and
it was gates to the National Maritime
As we march forward for a
ards, by affiliating with the Na- their conduct at all times. Missing necessary to dissolve the
PETER P. MENDELSON,
FRANK GOLDEN,
Stewards will be held on •
Federa- Union convention for affiliation national organization,
MC&S Delegate, President Pierce
with a
tional Maritime Union, are giving watches, being drunk on the job tion.
1231, MC&S.
with the National Maritime Union,
Wednesday, August 6, inreal program, we will find solid
up none of their autonomous or taking shore leave without perIt is very apparent that if we I am of the opinion that it is the
of Thursday.
stead
After a ,week of attending the
The overwhelming desire for rights but are on the
other hand mission would be severely dealt are to maintain our present only course to pursue as it will support; real support, appreciaThis will give the crew of
NMTJ unity convention I can unity and co-operation on
tion
and
position
a
of
dignity
behalf making a great step forward in with, it was, announced.
standards, we must consolidate strengthen our position as in unity
heartily say that I have never ex- of the NMU delegates towards the helping
the Lurline an opportunity
from the rank and file of the
to build such a real naour forces In order that we may there is strength and I recommend
perienced a more democratic rank west coast delegates was most
attend, a thing they
to
sailors
firemen.
and
tional organization.
membership of our organization work towards the betterment
the
adoption
of the proposals as
of
and file meeting. The results of noticeable. I feel sure that if every
been able to do
haven't
As part of the Marine Cooks that they vote in favor of affilia- all American
N.
JACOBSON,
submitted.
seamen.
unity were manifested in every member of the MC&S could have and
San Francisco Patrolman. previously because of their
Stewards delegation to the tion.
My
personal
knowledge as a
action, as well as the fights left been present at this convention convention, I
RANDOLPH GRANT,
arrival and departure
join with my coREVELS CAYTON,
seaman for over 20 years, places
3rd Patrolman,
In considering the question of
on our hands, which canot be won'they would feel the same way I dc delegates
in recommending to the
times.
San Francisco MCS. me in a position to realize the
San Francisco.
affiliation to the National Mari-
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